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Abstract The majority of existing work on agent dialogues considers negotiation,
persuasion or deliberation dialogues; we focus on inquiry dialogues, which allow agents
to collaborate in order to find new knowledge. We present a general framework for
representing dialogues and give the details necessary to generate two subtypes of inquiry dialogue that we define: argument inquiry dialogues allow two agents to share
knowledge to jointly construct arguments; warrant inquiry dialogues allow two agents
to share knowledge to jointly construct dialectical trees (essentially a tree with an argument at each node in which a child node is a counter argument to its parent). Existing
inquiry dialogue systems only model dialogues, meaning they provide a protocol which
dictates what the possible legal next moves are but not which of these moves to make.
Our system not only includes a dialogue-game style protocol for each subtype of inquiry dialogue that we present, but also a strategy that selects exactly one of the legal
moves to make. We propose a benchmark against which we compare our dialogues,
being the arguments that can be constructed from the union of the agents’ beliefs,
and use this to define soundness and completeness properties that we show hold for all
inquiry dialogues generated by our system.
Keywords agent interaction · argumentation · inquiry · dialogue · cooperation

1 Introduction
Dialogue games are now a common approach to characterizing argumentation-based
agent dialogues (e.g. [33, 39, 42]). Dialogue games are normally made up of a set of
communicative acts called moves, and sets of rules stating: which moves it is legal
to make at any point in a dialogue (the protocol); the effect of making a move; and
when a dialogue terminates. One attraction of dialogue games is that it is possible
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to embed games within games, allowing complex conversations made up of nested
dialogues of more than one type (e.g. [34, 45]). Most of the work so far has looked
only at modelling different types of dialogue from the influential Walton and Krabbe
typology [49], meaning that they provide a protocol which dictates what the possible
legal next moves are but not which one of these legal moves to make. Here we present
a generative system, as we not only provide a protocol but also provide a strategy for
selecting exactly one of the legal moves to make.
Examples of dialogue systems which model each of the five main Walton and Krabbe
dialogue types are: information-seeking [30, 40] (where participants aim to share knowledge); inquiry [32, 40] (where participants aim to jointly discover new knowledge); persuasion [4, 17] (where participants aim to resolve conflicts of opinion); negotiation [3, 30,
35, 47] (where participants who need to cooperate aim to agree on a method for doing
this that resolves their conflicting interests); and deliberation [29] (where participants
aim to jointly decide on a plan of action).
Walton and Krabbe classify their dialogue types according to three characteristics:
the initial situation from which the dialogue arises; the main goal of the dialogue, to
which all the participating agents subscribe; and the personal aims of each individual
agent. This article focuses on two subtypes of inquiry dialogue that we define. Walton
and Krabbe define an inquiry dialogue as arising from an initial situation of “general
ignorance” and as having the main goal to achieve the “growth of knowledge and
agreement”. Each individual participating in an inquiry dialogue has the goal to “find
a ‘proof’ or destroy one” [49, page 66].
We have previously proposed a dialogue system [12] for generating a subtype of
inquiry dialogue that we call argument inquiry. In an argument inquiry dialogue, the
‘proof’ that the participating agents are jointly searching for takes the form of an
argument for the topic of the dialogue. In this article we adapt the system proposed in
[12] to generate a second subtype of inquiry dialogue that we call warrant inquiry. In a
warrant inquiry dialogue, the ‘proof’ that the participating agents are jointly searching
for takes the form of a dialectical tree (essentially a tree with an argument at each node,
where each child node is a counter argument to its parent and that has at its root an
argument whose claim is the topic of the dialogue). Warrant inquiry dialogues are so
called as the dialectical tree produced during the dialogue may act as a warrant for
the argument at its root.
The goal, then, of the participants in an argument inquiry dialogue is to share beliefs
in order to jointly construct arguments for a specific claim that none of the individual
participants may construct from their own personal beliefs alone; the goal of agents
taking part in a warrant inquiry dialogue is to share arguments in order to jointly
construct a dialectical tree that none of the individual participants may construct from
their own personal beliefs alone. In an argument inquiry dialogue, the agents wish
to exchange beliefs in order to jointly construct arguments for a particular claim;
however, an argument inquiry dialogue does not allow the agents to determine the
acceptability of the arguments constructed (i.e. whether the arguments are ultimately
defeated by any other conflicting arguments). In a warrant inquiry dialogue, the agents
are interested in determining the acceptability of a particular argument; they do this
by jointly constructing a dialectical tree that collects all the arguments that may be
relevant to the acceptability of the argument in question.
Argument inquiry dialogues are often embedded within warrant inquiry dialogues.
Without embedded argument inquiry dialogues, the arguments that can be exchanged
within a warrant inquiry dialogue potentially miss out on useful arguments that involve
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unexpressed beliefs of the other agent. (We have presented the system for generating
argument inquiry dialogues previously [12]; we present it again here as it is necessary for generating warrant inquiry dialogues.) The main contribution of this article
is a protocol and strategy sufficient to generate sound and complete warrant inquiry
dialogues.
As far as we are aware, there are only two other groups that have proposed inquiry
protocols. Amgoud, Maudet, Parsons and Wooldridge proposed a protocol for general
argument inquiry dialogues (e.g. [3, 39]), however this protocol can lead to unsuccessful
dialogues in which no argument for the topic is found even when such an argument
does exist in the union of the two agents’ beliefs. In [32], McBurney and Parsons
present an inquiry protocol that is similar in spirit to our warrant inquiry protocol in
that it allows the agents involved to dialectically reason about the acceptability of an
argument given a set of arguments and the counter argument relations between them.
Although their protocol allows agents to exchange arguments in order to carry out the
dialectical reasoning, it does not allow the agents to jointly construct arguments and
so the reasoning that they participate in may be incomplete in the sense that it may
miss important arguments that can only be constructed jointly by two or more agents.
Neither of these groups have proposed a strategy for use with their inquiry protocol,
i.e. their systems model inquiry dialogues but are not sufficient to generate them.
A key contribution of this work is that we not only provide a protocol for modelling
inquiry dialogues but we also provide a specific strategy to be followed, making this
system sufficient to also generate inquiry dialogues. Other works have also considered
the generation of dialogues. For example, [44] gives an account of the different factors
which must be considered when designing a dialogue strategy. Parsons et al. [39] explore
the effect of different agent attitudes, which reduce the set of legal moves from which
an agent must choose a move but do not select exactly one of the legal moves to
make. Pasquier et al.’s cognitive coherence theory [41] addresses the pragmatic issue
of dialogue generation, but it is not clear what behaviour this would produce. Both
[2] and [31] propose a formalism for representing the private strategy of an agent to
which argumentation is then applied to determine the move to be made at a point in
a dialogue; however, neither give a specific strategy for inquiry dialogues.
Whilst much of the work on argumentation has been intended for use in adversarial domains such as law (e.g. [5, 7, 10, 28, 43]), we have been inspired by the cooperative
medical domain. In adversarial domains, agents participating in a dialogue are typically concerned with defending their own arguments and defeating the arguments of
their opponents; in cooperative domains, agents instead aim to arrive at the best joint
outcome, even if this means accepting the defeat of their own arguments. Medical
knowledge is typically uncertain and often incomplete and inconsistent, making argumentation an attractive approach for carrying out reasoning and decision making in
the medical domain [24]. Inquiry dialogues are a type of dialogue that are of particular
use in the medical domain, where it is often the case that people have distinct types
of knowledge and so need to interact with others in order to have all the information
necessary to make a decision.
Another important characteristic of the medical domain is that is safety-critical [23];
if our dialogue system is to be used in such a domain, it is essential that the dialogues
our system produces arrive at the appropriate outcome. We wish the outcome of our
dialogues to be predetermined by the fixed protocol, the strategy being followed and
the belief bases of the participating agents; i.e. given the agents’ beliefs, we want to
know what outcome they will arrive at and that this will be the appropriate outcome.
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As discussed in [39], this can be be viewed as a positive or negative feature of a dialogue
system depending on the application. In a more competitive environment it may well
be the case that one would wish it to be possible for agents to behave in an intelligent
manner in order to influence the outcome of a dialogue. However, we want our dialogues
to always lead to the ‘ideal’ outcome. That is to say, we want the dialogues generated
by our system to be sound and complete, in relation to some standard benchmark. We
compare the outcome of our dialogues with the outcome that would be arrived at by
a single agent that has as its beliefs the union of both the agents participating in the
dialogue’s beliefs. This is, in a sense, the ‘ideal’ situation, where there are clearly no
constraints on the sharing of beliefs.
As the dialogue outcome we are aiming for is the same as the outcome we would
arrive at if reasoning with the union of the agents’ beliefs, a natural question to ask
is why not simply pool the agents’ beliefs and then reason with this set? In some
situations, it may indeed be more appropriate to pool the agents’ beliefs (e.g. as part of
computer supported collaborative learning, [27]); however, in many real world scenarios,
such as within the medical domain, there are often privacy issues that would restrict
the agents from simply pooling all beliefs; what we provide here can be viewed as a
mechanism for a joint directed search that ensures the agents only share beliefs that
could be relevant to the topic of the dialogue. It could also be the case that the belief
bases of the agents are so vast that the communication costs involved in pooling all
beliefs would be prohibitive.
The main contribution of this article is a system for generating sound and complete
warrant inquiry dialogues. We build on the system we proposed in [12] in the sense
that we use the same underlying formalism for modelling and generating dialogues.
However, whilst in [12] we provided only a protocol and strategy for generating sound
and complete argument inquiry dialogues, here we also include a protocol and strategy
for generating warrant inquiry dialogues and give soundness and completeness results
for all inquiry dialogues generated by our system. We have presented the details relating
to argument inquiry dialogues (that were previously given in [12]) again in this article
as they are necessary for generating warrant inquiry dialogues.
The rest of this article proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we present the knowledge
representation used by the agents in our system and define how this knowledge can be
used to construct arguments, and in Section 3 we present a method for constructing
a dialectical tree in order to carry out a dialectical analysis of a set of arguments.
Sections 2 and 3 thus present the argumentation system on which this dialogue system
operates, which is based on Garcı́a and Simari’s Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP)
[25]. The presentation of the argumentation system here differs only slightly from that
in [25] and does not represent a contribution of this work.
In Section 4 we define the general framework used to represent dialogues. In Section 5 we give the protocols for modelling both argument inquiry and warrant inquiry
dialogues, and also give a strategy for use with these protocols that allows agents to
generate the dialogues (completing our inquiry dialogue system). In Section 6 we define
soundness and completeness properties for both argument inquiry and warrant inquiry
dialogues and show that these properties hold for all well formed inquiry dialogues
generated by our system. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss other work related to this
and in Section 8 we summarise our conclusions.
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2 Knowledge representation and arguments
We adapt Garcı́a and Simari’s Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP) [25] for representing each agent’s beliefs. DeLP is a formalism that combines logic programming
with defeasible argumentation. It is intended to allow a single agent to reason internally with inconsistent and incomplete knowledge that may change dynamically over
time and has been shown to be applicable in different real-world contexts (e.g. [14,
26]). It provides a warrant procedure, which we will present in Section 3, that applies
a dialectical reasoning mechanism to a set of arguments in order to decide whether a
particular argument from that set is warranted.
The presentation here differs only slightly from that in [25]. Garcı́a and Simari
assume that, as well as a set of defeasible rules, there is a set of strict rules. They
also assume that facts are non-defeasible. As we are inspired by the medical domain
(in which we know knowledge to often be incomplete, unreliable and inconsistent),
we wish all knowledge to be treated as defeasible. We deal with this by assuming the
sets of strict rules and facts are empty and by defining a defeasible fact (essentially
a defeasible rule with an empty body). We use a restricted set of propositional logic
and assume and that a literal is either an atom α or a negated atom ¬α. We use
the notation ` to represent the classical consequence relation; we use ⊥ to represent
classical contradiction; we use α to represent the complement of α, i.e. α = a if and
only if α = ¬a, α = ¬a if and only if α = a.
Definition 1 A defeasible rule is denoted α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → α0 where αi is a literal
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. A defeasible fact is denoted α where α is a literal.
The warrant procedure defined in [25] assumes that a formal criterion exists for
comparing two arguments. We use a preference ordering across all knowledge, from
which a preference ordering across arguments is derived. We imagine that the preference
ordering on medical knowledge would depend on the knowledge source [50]; we might
assume, for example, that knowledge from an established clinical guideline is preferred
to knowledge that has resulted from a small clinical trial. We associate a preference
level with a defeasible rule or defeasible fact to form a belief; the lower the preference
level the more preferred the belief.
Definition 2 A belief is a pair (φ, L) where φ is either a defeasible fact or a defeasible
rule, and L ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...} is a label that denotes the preference level of the belief.
The function pLevel returns the preference level of the belief: pLevel((φ, L)) = L. The
set of all beliefs is denoted B.
We make a distinction between beliefs in defeasible facts (called state beliefs, as
these are beliefs about the state of the world) and beliefs in defeasible rules (called
domain beliefs, as these are beliefs about how the domain is expected to behave). We
also consider the set of defeasible facts and the set of defeasible rules, and the union
of these two sets.
Definition 3 A state belief is a belief (φ, L) where φ is a defeasible fact. The set
of all state beliefs is denoted S. A domain belief is a belief (φ, L) where φ is a
defeasible rule. The set of all domain beliefs is denoted R. The set of all defeasible
facts is denoted S ? = {φ | (φ, L) ∈ S}. The set of all defeasible rules is denoted
R? = {φ | (φ, L) ∈ R}. The set of all defeasible rules and all defeasible facts is denoted
B? = {φ | (φ, L) ∈ B} = S ? ∪ R? .
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We assume that there are always exactly two agents (participants) taking part in a
dialogue, each with its own identifier taken from the set I = {1, 2}. Although we have
restricted the number of participants to two here for the sake of simplicity, we believe
it is straightforward to adapt the system to allow multiple participants. Many of the
difficult issues associated with multi-party dialogues (e.g. What are the agents’ roles?
How to manage turn taking? Who should be addressed with each move? [18]) can be
easily overcome here due to the collaborative and exhaustive nature of the dialogues
we are considering (e.g. all agents have the same role; each agent is assigned a place in
a sequence and that sequence is followed for turn taking; each move made is broadcast
to all the participants). We are currently working on multi-party dialogues that use
the framework presented here.
Each agent has a, possibly inconsistent, belief base.
Definition 4 A belief base associated with an agent x is a finite set, denoted Σ x ,
such that Σ x ⊆ B and x ∈ I = {1, 2}.
Example 1 Consider the following belief base associated with agent 1.


(a, 1), (¬a, 1), (b, 2), (d, 1),
1
Σ =
(a → c, 3), (b → ¬c, 2), (d → ¬b, 1), (¬a → ¬b, 1)
The top four elements are state beliefs and we can see that the agent conflictingly
believes strongly in both a and ¬a. The bottom four elements are all domain beliefs.
pLevel((a, 1)) = 1. pLevel((¬a, 1)) = 1. pLevel((b, 2)) = 2. pLevel((d, 1)) = 1. pLevel((a →
c, 3)) = 3. pLevel((b → ¬c, 2)) = 2. pLevel((d → ¬b, 1)) = 1. pLevel((¬a → ¬b, 1)) = 1.
Recall that the lower the pLevel value, the more preferred the belief.
We now define what constitutes a defeasible derivation. This has been adapted
slightly from [25] in order to deal with our definition of a belief.
Definition 5 Let Ψ be a set of beliefs and α a defeasible fact. A defeasible derivation of α from Ψ , denoted Ψ |∼ α, is a finite sequence α1 , α2 , . . . , αn of literals such
that αn is the defeasible fact α and each literal αm (1 ≤ m ≤ n) is in the sequence
because:
– (αm , L) is a state belief in Ψ , or
– ∃(β1 ∧ . . . ∧ βj → αm , L0 ) ∈ Ψ s.t. every literal βi (1 ≤ i ≤ j) is an element αk
preceding αm in the sequence (k < m).
The function DefDerivations : ℘(B) 7→ S ? returns the set of literals that can be defeasibly derived from a set of beliefs Ψ such that DefDerivations(Ψ ) = {φ | there exists Φ ⊆
Ψ such that Φ |∼ φ}.
Example 2 If we continue with the running example started in Example 1 we see that
the following defeasible derivations exist from Σ 1 .
a.
¬a.
b.
d.
a, c.
b, ¬c.
d, ¬b.
¬a, ¬b.
We now define an argument as being a minimally consistent set from which the
claim can be defeasibly derived.
Definition 6 An argument A constructed from a set of, possibly inconsistent, beliefs
Ψ (Ψ ⊆ B) is a tuple hΦ, φi where φ is a defeasible fact and Φ is a set of beliefs such
that:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Φ ⊆ Ψ,
Φ |∼ φ,
∀φ, φ0 s.t. Φ |∼ φ and Φ |∼ φ0 , it is not the case that φ ∪ φ0 `⊥,
there is no subset of Φ that satisfies (1-3).

Φ is called the support of the argument and is denoted Support(A); φ is called the
claim of the argument and is denoted Claim(A). For two arguments A1 and A2 , A1 is
a subargument of A2 iff Support(A1 ) ⊆ Support(A2 ). The set of all arguments that
can be constructed from a set of beliefs Ψ is denoted A(Ψ ).
Example 3 Continuing the running example, the following arguments can be constructed by the agent.


a1 = h{(a, 1)}, ai,
a5 = h{(a, 1), (a → c, 3)}, ci,






a2 = h{(¬a, 1)}, ¬ai,
a6 = h{(b, 2), (b → ¬c, 2)}, ¬ci,
1
A(Σ ) =
a = h{(b, 2)}, bi,
a7 = h{(d, 1), (d → ¬b, 1)}, ¬bi,
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a4 = h{(d, 1)}, di,
a8 = h{(¬a, 1), (¬a → ¬b, 1)}, ¬bi}
Note, a1 is a subargument of a5 , a2 is a subargument of a8 , a3 is a subargument of a6
and a4 is a subargument of a7 . Every argument is a subargument of itself.
As Ψ may be inconsistent, there may be conflicts between arguments within A(Ψ ).
Definition 7 Let A1 and A2 be two arguments. A1 is in conflict with A2 iff Claim(A1 )
∪ Claim(A2 ) `⊥ (i.e. Claim(A1 ) = Claim(A2 ), as the claim of an argument is always a
literal).
Example 4 Continuing the running example, a1 is in conflict with a2 , a3 is in conflict
with a7 , a3 is in conflict with a8 , and a5 is in conflict with a6 .
Note that, as we are using ` to represent classical implication, two arguments
are in conflict with one another if and only if their claims are the complement of one
another. For certain applications, we may need a different definition of conflict between
two arguments, depending on the meaning of the arguments’ claims and the purpose
of the argumentation process; for example, if the purpose of the argumentation is to
decide between alternative actions to try to achieve a goal, we may want to define two
arguments as being in conflict if their claims are two distinct actions.
We now define the attack relationship between arguments.
Definition 8 Let A1 , A2 and A3 be arguments such that A3 is a subargument of A2 .
A1 attacks A2 at subargument A3 iff A1 is in conflict with A3 .
Note that in the previous definition the subargument A3 is unique, as we will now
show. A1 and A3 conflict, and so the claim of A1 is the negation of the claim of A3 .
Let us assume that there is another disagreement sub-argument such that A1 attacks
A2 at A4 , A1 and A4 conflict, and so the claim of A1 is the negation of the claim of
A4 . As A1 is a literal, this means that the claim of A4 is the same as the claim of A3 .
As an argument is minimal, this means that A3 and A4 must be the same arguments.
Example 5 Continuing the running example: a1 attacks a2 at a2 , a1 attacks a8 at a2 ,
a2 attacks a1 at a1 , a2 attacks a5 at a1 , a3 attacks a7 at a7 , a3 attacks a8 at a8 ,
a5 attacks a6 at a6 , a6 attacks a5 at a5 , a7 attacks a3 at a3 , a7 attacks a6 at a3 , a8
attacks a3 at a3 , and a8 attacks a6 at a3 .
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Given that we know one argument attacks another, we need a mechanism for deciding whether the attacking argument successfully defeats the argument being attacked
or not. We base this on the preference level of the argument, which is equal to that of
the least preferred belief used in its support.
Definition 9 Let A be an argument. The preference level of A, denoted pLevel(A),
is equal to pLevel(φ) such that:
1. φ ∈ Support(A),
2. ∀φ0 ∈ Support(A), pLevel(φ0 ) ≤ pLevel(φ).
Given that we have an argument A1 that attacks an argument A2 at subargument
A3 , we say that A1 defeats A2 if the preference level of A1 is the same as or less
(meaning more preferred) than the preference level of A3 . If it is the same, then A1 is
a blocking defeater for A2 ; if it is less, then A1 is a proper defeater for A2 .
Definition 10 Let A1 , A2 and A3 be arguments such that A3 is a subargument of A2
and A1 attacks A2 at subargument A3 . A1 is a proper defeater for A2 iff pLevel(A1 ) <
pLevel(A3 ). A1 is a blocking defeater for A2 iff pLevel(A1 ) = pLevel(A3 ).
Example 6 Continuing the running example: a1 is a blocking defeater for a2 , a1 is a
blocking defeater for a8 , a2 is a blocking defeater for a1 , a2 is a blocking defeater for
a5 , a6 is a proper defeater for a5 , a7 is a proper defeater for a3 , a7 is a proper defeater
for a6 , a8 is a proper defeater for a3 and a8 is a proper defeater for a6 .
In this section we have proposed a criterion for deciding whether an argument A1
that attacks an argument A2 defeats it or not. In the next section we introduce the
warrant procedure from [25], which allows an agent to decide whether, given a set of
interacting arguments, a particular argument from this set is ultimately defeated or
undefeated.

3 Dialectical analysis of arguments
Given a set of beliefs Ψ and an argument A1 ∈ A(Ψ ), in order to know whether A1
is defeated or not, an agent has to consider each argument from A(Ψ ) that attacks
A1 and decide whether or not it defeats it. However, a defeater of A1 may itself be
defeated by another argument A2 ∈ A(Ψ ). Defeaters may also exist for A2 , themselves
of which may also have defeaters. Therefore, in order to decide whether A1 is defeated,
an agent has to consider all defeaters for A1 , all of the defeaters for those defeaters,
and so on. Following [25], it does so by constructing a dialectical tree, where each node
is labelled with an argument, the root node is labelled A1 , and the arcs represent the
defeat relation between arguments. Each path through the dialectical tree from root
node to a leaf represents an argumentation line, where each argument in such a path
defeats its predecessor.
Garcı́a and Simari impose some extra constraints on what is an acceptable argumentation line. This is because they wish to ensure that their system avoids such things
as circular argumentation and that it imposes properties such as concordance between
supporting or interfering arguments. For more information on acceptable argumentation lines and their motivation the reader should refer to [25].
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Definition 11 If Λ = [hΦ0 , φ0 i, hΦ1 , φ1 i, hΦ2 , φ2 i, . . .] is a sequence of arguments such
that each element of the sequence hΦi , φi i is a defeater (proper or blocking) of its
predecessor hΦi−1 , φi−1 i, then Λ is an argumentation line. Λ is an acceptable
argumentation line iff
1. Λ is a finite sequence,
2. Φ0 ∪ Φ2 ∪ Φ4 ∪ . . . 6` ⊥ and Φ1 ∪ Φ3 ∪ Φ5 ∪ . . . 6` ⊥,
3. no argument hΦk , φk i appearing in Λ is a subargument of an argument Aj that
appears earlier in Λ (j < k),
4. ∀i s.t. hΦi , φi i is a blocking defeater for hΦi−1 , φi−1 i, if hΦi+1 , φi+1 i exists, then
hΦi+1 , φi+1 i is a proper defeater for hΦi , φi i.
Example 7 Continuing the running example, the following are all examples of argumentation lines, however only Λ2 is an acceptable argumentation line. Λ1 is not acceptable
as it breaks constraints (3) and (4), whereas Λ3 is not acceptable as it breaks constraint
(2).
Λ1 = [a5 , a2 , a1 , a2 , a1 , a2 ]
Λ2 = [a5 , a6 , a7 ]
Λ3 = [a5 , a6 , a8 ]
In order to determine whether the claim of an argument A0 is warranted given a set
of beliefs Ψ , the agent must consider every acceptable argumentation line that it can
construct from A(Ψ ) which starts with A0 . It does this by constructing a dialectical
tree.
Definition 12 Let Ψ be a, possibly inconsistent, belief base and A0 be an argument
such that A0 ∈ A(Ψ ). A dialectical tree for A0 constructed from Ψ , denoted T(A0 , Ψ ),
is defined as follows.
1. The root of the tree is labelled with A0 .
2. Let N be a node of the tree labelled An and let Λi = [A0 , . . . , An ] be the sequence
of labels on the path from the root to node N . Let arguments B1 , B2 , . . . , Bk be
all the defeaters for An that can be formed from Ψ .
For each defeater Bj (1 ≤ j ≤ k), if the argumentation line Λ0i = [A0 , . . . , An , Bj ] is
an acceptable argumentation line, then the node N has a child Nj that is labelled
Bj .
If there is no defeater for An or there is no Bj such that Λ0i is acceptable, then N
is a leaf node.
To ensure that the construction of a dialectical tree is a finite process we must
show that it is not possible to construct an infinite argumentation line that meets
conditions 2-4 of an acceptable argumentation line (Definition 11). Fortunately, we can
show that if condition 3 holds (subarguments of arguments that appear earlier in an
argumentation line cannot be repeated) and the arguments in the argumentation line
come from a finite set (as they do in the construction of a dialectical tree), then the
argumentation line is finite.
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Proposition 1 Let Λ = [A0 , A1 , A2 , . . .] be an argumentation line such that, for any
Ai appearing in Λ, Ai ∈ A(Φ) where Φ is a finite set of beliefs. If no argument Ak
appearing in Λ is a subargument of an argument Aj that appears earlier in Λ (j < k),
then Λ is a finite sequence of arguments.
Proof: Since Φ is a finite set, it follows from the definition of an argument (Def. 6)
that A(Φ) is also a finite set. Since the arguments from the sequence Λ come from this
finite set, and since we are constrained that no argument in Λ can be repeated, it follows
that Λ is a finite sequence.
From the above proposition we see that, although we may go on constructing a
dialectical tree indefinitely and never know if a branch violated condition 1 of an
acceptable argumentation line, by meeting condition 3 of an acceptable argumentation
line we ensure that this will never be the case.
Note that the root node of a dialectical tree T is denoted Root(T). Also note, we
define two dialectical trees as being equal if and only if, if a sequence of labels appears
from the root node to a node in one tree then it also appears as a sequence of labels
from the root node to a node in the other. Our definition of dialectical tree equality
takes into account the labels of all nodes that appear in the trees (as opposed to,
for example, Chesñevar et al.’s definition of isomorphic dialectical trees [15], where
blocking and proper defeaters are distinguished but no general constraint is made on
the arguments that appear at the nodes of the trees). We have taken this approach as
we will later show that the dialectical tree constructed by two agents during a warrant
inquiry dialogue is equal to the dialectical tree that could be constructed from the
union of their beliefs.
Definition 13 The dialectical trees T1 and T2 are equal to one another iff
1. the root of T1 is labelled with A0 iff the root of T2 is labelled with A0 ,
2. if N1 is a node in T1 and [A0 , . . . , An ] is the sequence of labels on the path from
the root of T1 to N1 , then there is an N2 s.t. N2 is a node in T2 and [A0 , . . . , An ]
is the sequence of labels on the path from the root of T2 to N2 ,
3. if N2 is a node in T2 and [A0 , . . . , An ] is the sequence of labels on the path from
the root of T2 to N2 , then there is an N1 s.t. N1 is a node in T1 and [A0 , . . . , An ]
is the sequence of labels on the path from the root of T1 to N1 .
Following from [25], in order to determine whether the root of a dialectical tree is
undefeated or not, we have to recursively mark each node in the tree as D (defeated)
or U (undefeated), dependent on whether it has any undefeated child nodes that are
able to defeat it.
Definition 14 Let T(A, Ψ ) be a dialectical tree. The corresponding marked dialectical tree of T(A, Ψ ) is obtained by marking every node in T(A, Ψ ) as follows.
1. All leaves in T(A, Ψ ) are marked U.
2. If N is a node of T(A, Ψ ) and N is not a leaf node, then N will be marked U iff
every child of N is marked D. The node N will be marked D iff it has at least one
child marked U.

Example 8 Following the running example, the corresponding marked dialectical tree
of T(a5 , Σ 1 ) is shown in Figure 1. Note that the arguments a1 and a8 do not appear in
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h{(a, 1), (a → c, 3)}, ci

D

PPP
PP


P

h{(¬a, 1)}, ¬ai

U

h{b, 2), (b → ¬c, 2)}, ¬ci

D

h{(d, 1), (d → ¬b, 1)}, ¬bi

U

Fig. 1 A marked dialectical tree, T(a5 , Σ 1 ).

the tree even though they are defeaters of arguments that do appear in the tree, this
is because their inclusion would break conditions of an acceptable argumentation line
(Definition 11); the inclusion of a1 would break conditions 3 and 4, the inclusion of a8
would break condition 2.
The function Status takes an argument A and a set of beliefs Ψ . If the root node of
the dialectical tree that has A at its root and is constructed from Ψ is marked U, then
Status returns U; if it is marked D, then Status returns D.
Definition 15 The status of an argument A given a set of beliefs Ψ is returned by the
function Status : A(B)×℘(B) 7→ {U, D} such that Status(A, Ψ ) = U iff Root(T(A, Ψ )) is
marked U in the corresponding marked dialectical tree of T(A, Ψ ), and Status(A, Ψ ) = D
iff Root(T(A, Ψ )) is marked with D in the corresponding marked dialectical tree of
T(A, Ψ ).
The claim of an argument is warranted by the belief base if and only if the status
of the root of the associated dialectical tree is U.
Example 9 Following the running example, as the root node of the the tree T(a5 , Σ 1 ) is
marked D (shown in Figure 1), and hence Status(a5 , Σ 1 ) = D, we see that the argument
a5 is not warranted by the belief base Σ 1 .
This warrant procedure makes it possible for a single agent to reason with incomplete, inconsistent and uncertain knowledge. In the following two sections we propose a
dialogue system that allows two agents to use this warrant procedure to jointly reason
with their beliefs.

4 Representing dialogues
In this section we provide a general framework for representing dialogues. We define
how dialogues may be nested one within another, what it means for a dialogue to
terminate, and what we mean when we refer to the current dialogue. The framework
given in this section is not specific to warrant inquiry and argument inquiry dialogues
(the details of which will not come until the following section) and it can be used to
represent dialogues of other types (e.g. [13]).
The communicative acts in a dialogue are called moves. We assume that there are
always exactly two agents (participants) taking part in a dialogue, each with its own
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Move
open
assert
close

Format
hx, open, dialogue(θ, γ)i
hx, assert, hΦ, φii
hx, close, dialogue(θ, γ)i

Table 1 The format for moves used in warrant inquiry and argument inquiry dialogues, where
x ∈ I, hΦ, φi is an argument, and either θ = wi (for warrant inquiry) and γ ∈ S ? (i.e. γ is a
defeasible fact), or θ = ai (for argument inquiry) and γ ∈ R? (i.e. γ is a defeasible rule).

identifier taken from the set I = {1, 2}. Each participant takes it in turn to make a
move to the other participant. For a dialogue involving participants 1, 2 ∈ I, we also
refer to participants using the variables x and x̂ such that if x is 1 then x̂ is 2 and if x
is 2 then x̂ is 1.
A move in our framework is of the form hAgent, Act, Contenti. Agent is the identifier of the agent generating the move, Act is the type of move, and the Content
gives the details of the move. The format for moves used in warrant inquiry and argument inquiry dialogues is shown in Table 1, and the set of all moves meeting the
format defined in Table 1 is denoted M. Note that the framework allows for other
types of dialogues to be generated and these might require the addition of extra moves
(e.g. such as those suggested in [13]). Also, Sender : M 7→ I is a function such that
Sender(hAgent, Act, Contenti) = Agent.
A dialogue is simply a sequence of moves, each of which is made from one participant
to the other. As a dialogue progresses over time, we denote each timepoint by a natural
number (N = {1, 2, 3, . . .}). Each move is indexed by the timepoint when the move was
made. Exactly one move is made at each timepoint. The dialogue itself is indexed with
two timepoints, indexing the first and last moves of the dialogue.
Definition 16 A dialogue, denoted Drt , is a sequence of moves [mr , . . . , mt ] involving
two participants in I = {1, 2}, where r, t ∈ N and r ≤ t, such that:
1. the first move of the dialogue, mr , is a move of the form hx, open, dialogue(θ, γ)i,
2. Sender(ms ) ∈ I (r ≤ s ≤ t),
3. Sender(ms ) 6= Sender(ms+1 ) (r ≤ s < t).
The type of the dialogue Drt is returned by Type(Drt ) such that Type(Drt ) = θ (i.e. the
type of the dialogue is determined by the content of the first move made). The topic
of the dialogue Drt is returned by Topic(Drt ) such that Topic(Drt ) = γ (i.e. the topic
of the dialogue is determined by the content of the first move made). The set of all
dialogues is denoted D.
The first move of a dialogue Drt must always be an open move (condition 1 of the
previous definition), every move of the dialogue must be made to a participant of the
dialogue (condition 2), and the agents take it in turns to make moves (condition 3).
The type and the topic of a dialogue are determined by the content of the first move
made; if the first move made in a dialogue is hx, open, dialogue(θ, γ)i, then the type
of the dialogue is θ and the topic of the dialogue is γ. In this article, we consider two
different types of dialogue (i.e. two different values for θ): wi (for warrant inquiry) and
ai (for argument inquiry). If a dialogue is a warrant inquiry dialogue, then its topic
must be a defeasible fact; if a dialogue is an argument inquiry dialogue, then its topic
must be a defeasible rule; these are requirements of the format of open moves defined
in Table 1. Although we consider only warrant inquiry and argument inquiry dialogues
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here, our definition of a dialogue is general so as to allow dialogues of other types to
be considered within our framework.
We now define some terminology that allows us to talk about the relationship
between two dialogues.
Definition 17 Let Drt and Drt11 be two dialogues. Drt11 is a sub-dialogue of Drt iff
Drt11 is a sub-sequence of Drt (r < r1 ≤ t1 ≤ t). Drt is a top-level dialogue iff r = 1;
the set of all top-level dialogues is denoted Dtop . D1t is a top-dialogue of Drt iff either
the sequence D1t is the same as the sequence Drt or Drt is a sub-dialogue of D1t . If Drt is
a sequence of n moves, Drt2 extends Drt iff the first n moves of Drt2 are the sequence
Drt .
In order to terminate a dialogue, two close moves must appear next to each other
in the sequence (called a matched-close); this means that each participating agent must
agree to the termination of the dialogue. A close move is used to indicate that an agent
wishes to terminate the dialogue; it may be the case, however, that the other agent still
has something it wishes to say, which may in turn cause the original agent to change
its mind about wishing to terminate the dialogue.
Definition 18 Let Drt be a dialogue of type θ ∈ {wi, ai} with participants I = {1, 2}
such that Topic(Drt ) = γ. We say that ms (r < s ≤ t) is a matched-close for Drt iff
ms−1 = hx, close, dialogue(θ, γ)i and ms = hx̂, close, dialogue(θ, γ)i.
So a matched-close will terminate a dialogue Drt but only if Drt has not already terminated and any sub-dialogues that are embedded within Drt have already terminated;
this notion will be needed later on to define well-formed inquiry dialogues.
Definition 19 Let Drt be a dialogue. Drt terminates at t iff the following conditions
hold:
1. mt is a matched-close for Drt ,
2. 6 ∃Drt1 s.t. Drt1 terminates at t1 and Drt extends Drt1 ,
3. ∀Drt11 if Drt11 is a sub-dialogue of Drt ,
then ∃Drt21 s.t. Drt21 terminates at t2
and either Drt21 extends Drt11 or Drt11 extends Drt21 ,
and Drt21 is a sub-dialogue of Drt .
As we are often dealing with multiple nested dialogues it is often useful to refer to
the current dialogue, which is the innermost dialogue that has not yet terminated. As
dialogues of one type may be nested within dialogues of another type, an agent must
refer to the current dialogue in order to know which protocol to follow.
Definition 20 Let Drt be a dialogue. The current dialogue is given by Current(Drt )
such that Current(Drt ) = Drt 1 (1 ≤ r ≤ r1 ≤ t) where the following conditions hold:
1. mr1 = hx, open, dialogue(θ, γ)i for some x ∈ I, some γ ∈ B? and some θ ∈ {wi, ai},
2. ∀Drt12 if Drt12 is a sub-dialogue of Drt 1 ,
then ∃Drt22 s.t. either Drt22 extends Drt12 or
Drt12 extends Drt22 ,
t2
and Dr2 is a sub-dialogue of Drt 1
and Drt22 terminates at t2 ,
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3. 6 ∃Drt31 s.t. Drt 1 extends Drt31 and Drt31 terminates at t3 .
If the above conditions do not hold then Current(Drt ) = null.
The topic of the current dialogue is returned by the function cTopic(Drt ) such that
cTopic(Drt ) = Topic(Current(Drt )). The type of the current dialogue is returned by
the function cType(Drt ) such that cType(Drt ) = Type(Current(Drt )).
We now give a schematic example of nested dialogues.
Example 10 An example of nested dialogues is shown in Figure 2. In this example:
Current(D1t ) = D1t
Current(D1k−1 ) = Djk−1
Current(Dik ) = Dik

Current(D1t−1 ) = Dit−1
Current(Dit ) = null
Current(Dik−1 ) = Djk−1
Current(Djk−1 ) = Djk−1

Current(D1k ) = Dik
Current(Dit−1 ) = Dit−1
Current(Djk ) = null

We have now defined our general framework for representing dialogues, in the
following section we give the details needed to generate argument inquiry and warrant
inquiry dialogues.

5 Generating dialogues
In this section we give the details specific to argument inquiry and warrant inquiry
dialogues that, along with the general framework given in the previous section, comprise
our inquiry dialogue system. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we give the protocols needed to
model legal argument inquiry and warrant inquiry dialogues, we define what a wellformed argument inquiry dialogue is and what a well-formed warrant inquiry dialogue
is (a dialogue that terminates and whose moves are legal according to the relevant
protocol), and we define what the outcomes of the two dialogue types are. In Section 5.3
we give the details of a strategy that can be used to generate legal argument inquiry
and warrant inquiry dialogues (i.e. that allows an agent to select exactly one of the
legal moves to make at any point in the dialogue).
We adopt the common approach of associating a commitment store with each agent
participating in a dialogue (e.g. [34, 39]). A commitment store is a set of beliefs that the
agent is publicly committed to as the current point of the dialogue (i.e. that they have
asserted). As a commitment store consists of things that the agent has already publicly
declared, its contents are visible to the other agent participating in the dialogue. For
this reason, when constructing an argument, an agent may make use of not only its
own beliefs but also those from the other agent’s commitment store.
Definition 21 A commitment store is a set of beliefs denoted CSxt (i.e. CSxt ⊆ B),
where x ∈ I is an agent and t ∈ N is a timepoint.
When an agent enters into a top-level dialogue of any kind a commitment store
is created and persists until that dialogue has terminated (i.e. this same commitment
store is used for any sub-dialogues of the top-level dialogue). If an agent makes a
move asserting an argument, every element of the support is added to the agent’s
commitment store. This is the only time the commitment store is updated.
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Dt1
[m1 , . . . ,
Dti
. . . , mt−1 , mt ]

mi , . . . ,
Dk
j

mj , . . . , mk−1 , mk

1<i<j <k <t−1
D1t

= [m1 , . . . , mi , . . . , mj , . . . , mk , mk+1 , . . . , mt−1 , mt ]

m1 = hP1 , open, dialogue(θ1 , φ1 )i

mi = hPi , open, dialogue(θi , φi )i

mj = hPj , open, dialogue(θj , φj )i

mk−1 = hPk−1 , close, dialogue(θj , φj )i

mk = hPk , close, dialogue(θj , φj )i

mt−1 = hPt−1 , close, dialogue(θi , φi )i

mt = hPt , close, dialogue(θi , φi )i
Fig. 2 Nested dialogues. D1t is a top level dialogue that has not yet terminated. Dit is a subdialogue of D1t that terminates at t. Djk is a sub-dialogue of both D1t and Dit , that terminates
at k. D1t is a top-dialogue of D1t . D1k is a top-dialogue of Djk . D1t is a top-dialogue of Dit . D1k
is a top-dialogue of D1k .

Definition 22 Commitment store update. Let the current dialogue be Drt with
participants I = {1, 2}.

iff t = 0,
∅
CSxt = CSxt−1 ∪ Φ iff mt = hx̂, assert, hΦ, φii,

CSxt−1
otherwise.

The only move used in argument inquiry or warrant inquiry dialogues that affects an
agent’s commitment store is the assert move, which causes the support of the argument
being asserted to be added to the commitment store; hence the commitment store
of an agent participating in an argument inquiry or warrant inquiry dialogue grows
monotonically over time. If we were to define more moves in order to allow our system
to generate other dialogue types, it would be necessary to define the effect of those
moves on an agent’s commitment store. For example, a retract move (that causes a
belief to be removed from the commitment store) may be necessary for a negotiation
dialogue, in which case the commitment store of an agent participating in a negotiation
dialogue will not necessarily grow monotonically over time.
In the following subsection we give the details needed to allow us to model wellformed argument inquiry dialogues.
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5.1 Modelling argument inquiry dialogues
An argument inquiry dialogue is initiated when an agent wants to construct an argument for a certain claim, let us say φ, that it cannot construct alone. If the agent knows
of a domain belief whose consequent is that claim, let us say (α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → φ, L),
then the agent will open an argument inquiry dialogue with α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → φ as its
topic. If, between them, the two participating agents could provide arguments for each
of the elements αi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in the antecedent of the topic, then it would be possible
for an argument for φ to be constructed. We define the query store as the set of literals
that could help construct an argument for the consequent of the topic of an argument
inquiry dialogue: when an argument inquiry dialogue with topic α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → β
is opened, a query store associated with that dialogue is created whose contents are
{α1 , . . . , αn , β}. Throughout the dialogue the participating agents will both try to provide arguments for the literals in the query store. This may lead them to open further
nested argument inquiry dialogues that have as a topic a rule whose consequent is a
literal in the current query store.
Definition 23 For a dialogue Drt with participants I = {1, 2}, a query store, denoted QSr , is a finite set of literals such that

{α1 , . . . , αn , β} iff mr = hx, open, dialogue(ai, α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → β)i
QSr =
∅
otherwise.
The query store of the current dialogue is given by cQS(Drt ) such that cQS(Drt )
= QSr1 iff Current(Drt ) = Drt 1 .
A query store is fixed and is determined by the open move that opens the associated
argument inquiry dialogue. If the current dialogue is an argument inquiry dialogue, then
the agents will consult the query store of the current dialogue in order to determine
what arguments it might be helpful to try and construct (i.e. those whose claim is a
member of the current query store).
A protocol is a function that returns the set of moves that are legal for an agent to
make at a particular point in a particular type of dialogue. Here we give the specific
protocol for argument inquiry dialogues. It takes the top-level dialogue that the agents
are participating in and returns the set of legal moves that the agent may make.
Definition 24 The argument inquiry protocol is a function Πai : Dtop 7→ ℘(M).
If D1t is a top-level dialogue with participants I = {1, 2} such that Sender(mt ) = x̂,
1 ≤ t and cTopic(D1t ) = γ, then Πai (D1t ) is
open
assert
(D1t ) ∪ {hx, close, dialogue(ai, γ)i}
Πai
(D1t ) ∪ Πai

where
assert
Πai
(D1t ) = {hx, assert, hΦ, φii|
(1) φ ∈ cQS(D1t ),
(2) 6 ∃t0 s.t. 1 < t0 ≤ t and mt0 = hx0 , assert, hΦ, φii and x0 ∈ I}
open
Πai
(D1t ) = {hx, open, dialogue(ai, β1 ∧ . . . ∧ βn → α)i|
(1) α ∈ cQS(D1t ),
(2) 6 ∃t0 s.t. 1 < t0 ≤ t and mt0 = hx0 , open, β1 ∧ . . . ∧ βn → αi and x0 ∈ I}
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The argument inquiry protocol tells us that an agent may always legally make a
close move, indicating that it wishes to terminate the dialogue (recall, however, that
the dialogue will only terminate when both agents indicate they wish to terminate the
dialogue, leading to a matched-close). An agent may legally assert an argument that
has not previously been asserted, as long as its claim is in the current query store
(and so may help the agents in finding an argument for the consequent of the topic of
the dialogue). An agent may legally open a new, embedded argument inquiry dialogue
providing an argument inquiry dialogue with the same topic has not previously been
opened and the of the topic of the new argument inquiry dialogue is a defeasible
rule that has a member of the current query store as its consequent (and so any
arguments successfully found in this new argument inquiry dialogue may help the
agents in finding an argument for the consequent of the topic of the current dialogue).
It is straightforward to check conformance with the protocol as it only refers to public
elements of the dialogue.
We are now able to define a well-formed argument inquiry dialogue. This is a
dialogue that starts with a move opening an argument inquiry dialogue (condition 1 of
the following definition), that has a continuation which terminates (condition 2) and
whose moves conform to the argument inquiry protocol (condition 3).
Definition 25 Let Drt be a dialogue with participants I = {1, 2}. Drt is a wellformed argument inquiry dialogue iff the following conditions hold:
1. mr = hx, open, dialogue(ai, γ)i where x ∈ I and γ ∈ R? (i.e. γ is a defeasible rule),
0
0
2. ∃t0 s.t. t ≤ t0 , Drt extends Drt , and Drt terminates at t0 ,
t
s
3. ∀s s.t. r ≤ s < t and Dr extends Dr ,
if D1t is a top-dialogue of Drt and
D1s is a top-dialogue of Drs and
D1t extends D1s and
Sender(ms ) = x0 (where x0 ∈ I),
then ms+1 ∈ Πai (D1s , x̂0 ) (where x̂0 ∈ I, x̂0 6= x0 ).
The set of all well-formed argument inquiry dialogues is denoted Dai .
We define the outcome of an argument inquiry dialogue as the set of all arguments
that can be constructed from the union of the commitment stores and whose claims
are in the query store.
Definition 26 The argument inquiry outcome of a dialogue is given by a function
Outcomeai : Dai 7→ ℘(A(B)) ∪ {}. If Drt is a well-formed argument inquiry dialogue
with participants I = {1, 2}, then
Outcomeai (Drt ) = {hΦ, φi ∈ A(CS1t ∪ CS2t ) | φ ∈ QSr }
We are now able to model well-formed argument inquiry dialogues and determine
their outcome. In the following subsection we give the details that we need to model
well-formed warrant inquiry dialogues.

5.2 Modelling warrant inquiry dialogues
The goal of a warrant inquiry dialogue is to jointly construct a dialectical tree whose
root is an argument for the topic of the dialogue; the topic of the dialogue is warranted
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if and only if the root of the dialectical tree is undefeated. The participants take it in
turn to exchange arguments in order to construct this tree. The argument for the topic
of the dialogue that is at the root of the dialectical tree is called the root argument.
As it may be the case that more than one argument for the topic are asserted during
the dialogue, the root argument is the first argument for the topic that gets asserted.
If the root argument is null then this means that no argument for the topic has been
asserted yet.
Definition 27 The function RootArg : D 7→ A(B) ∪ {null} returns the root argument of a warrant inquiry dialogue. Let Drt be a warrant inquiry dialogue with
participants I = {1, 2}.

hΓ, γi if ∃s s.t. r < s ≤ t and




ms = hx, assert, hΓ, γii and Topic(Drt ) = γ and x ∈ I and



6 ∃s0 such that r < s0 < s and
RootArg(Drt ) =
∃Γ 0 s.t. ms0 = hx0 , assert, hΓ 0 , γii





and x0 ∈ I,


null otherwise.

As a warrant inquiry dialogue progresses, a dialectical tree is constructed from the
union of the commitment stores whose root node is labelled with the root argument of
the dialogue. This tree may, at the end of the dialogue, act as a warrant for the topic
of the dialogue if and only if the status of the root node is U.
We now give the protocol for modelling legal warrant inquiry dialogues. As with the
argument inquiry dialogue, this only refers to public elements of the dialogue, hence it
is straightforward to check an agent’s conformance to the protocol.
Definition 28 A warrant inquiry protocol is a function Πwi : Dtop 7→ ℘(M). If
D1t is a top-level dialogue with participants x, x̂ ∈ I such that Sender(mt ) = x̂, 1 ≤ t
and Topic(D1t ) = γ, then Πwi (D1t ) is
open
assert
(D1t ) ∪ {hx, close, dialogue(wi, γ)i}
Πwi
(D1t ) ∪ Πwi

where

assert
Πwi
(D1t ) = {hx, assert, hΦ, φii|
(1) either RootArg(D1t ) = null and φ = γ, or
T(RootArg(D1t ), CS1t ∪ CS2t ∪ Φ) 6= T(RootArg(D1t ), CS1t ∪ CS2t )
(2) 6 ∃t0 s.t. 1 < t0 ≤ t and mt0 = hx0 , assert, hΦ, φii and x0 ∈ I}
open
Πwi
(D1t ) = {hx, open, dialogue(ai, β1 ∧ . . . ∧ βn → α)i|
(1) either RootArg(D1t ) = null and α = γ,
or ¬α ∈ DefDerivations(CS1t ∪ CS2t )
(2) 6 ∃t0 s.t. 1 < t0 ≤ t and mt0 = hx0 , open, dialogue(ai, β1 ∧ . . . ∧ βn → α)i
and x0 ∈ I}
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As with the argument inquiry dialogue, an agent can always legally make a move
closing the current dialogue. An agent can legally assert an argument that has not
previously been asserted as long as that argument is either the first to be asserted for
the topic of the dialogue, or if asserting the argument causes the dialectical tree being
constructed to change in some way (and so has the potential to affect the dialogue
outcome). An agent can legally open an embedded argument inquiry dialogue with a
defeasible rule as its topic as long as no such embedded argument inquiry dialogue has
previously been opened and either no argument for the topic of the dialogue has yet
been asserted and the consequent of the defeasible rule is the topic of the dialogue, or
it is possible to defeasibly derive the negation of the consequent from the union of the
commitment stores (and so any arguments successfully found may have some bearing
on the outcome of the dialogue).
Note that, as the only type of open move that it is legal to make within a warrant
inquiry dialogue is one that opens an embedded argument inquiry dialogue, the only
type of dialogue that can be embedded within a warrant inquiry dialogue is an argument inquiry dialogue. Recall that argument inquiry dialogues may themselves have
argument inquiry dialogues embedded within them, and so it is possible to have multiple nested argument inquiry dialogues embedded within a warrant inquiry dialogue.
However, it is not possible to nest warrant inquiry dialogues within other warrant
inquiry dialogues or within argument inquiry dialogues.
We now define a well-formed warrant inquiry dialogue. This is a dialogue that
starts with a move opening an warrant inquiry dialogue (condition 1 of the following
definition), that has a continuation that terminates (condition 2) and whose moves
conform to the warrant inquiry protocol (condition 3).
Definition 29 Let Drt be a dialogue with participants I = {1, 2}. Drt is a wellformed warrant inquiry dialogue iff the following conditions hold:
1. mr = hx, open, dialogue(wi, γ)i where x ∈ I and γ ∈ S ? (i.e. γ is a defeasible fact),
0
0
2. ∃t0 s.t. t ≤ t0 , Drt extends Drt , and Drt terminates at t0 ,
3. ∀s s.t. r ≤ s < t and Drt extends Drs ,
if D1t is a top-dialogue of Drt and
D1s is a top-dialogue of Drs and
D1t extends D1s and
Sender(ms ) = x0 (where x0 ∈ I),
then ms+1 ∈ Πwi (D1s , x̂0 ) (where x̂0 ∈ I, x̂0 6= x0 ).
The set of all well-formed warrant inquiry dialogues is denoted Dwi .
Note that hereinafter we will use the term well-formed dialogue to refer to either a
well-formed argument inquiry dialogue or a well-formed warrant inquiry dialogue.
The outcome of a warrant inquiry dialogue is determined by the dialectical tree
that is constructed from the union of the commitment stores. If the root argument is
undefeated in the dialectical tree then a warranted argument for the topic of the dialogue has successfully been found and the outcome of the dialogue is the root argument,
otherwise the outcome of the dialogue is null.
Definition 30 The warrant inquiry outcome of a dialogue is a function Outcomewi
such that Outcomewi : Dwi 7→ A(B) ∪ {}. Let Drt be a well formed warrant inquiry
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dialogue with participants I = {1, 2}.

RootArg(Drt ) if Status(RootArg(Drt ), CS1t ∪ CS2t )



= U, else
Outcomewi (Drt ) =
t
t
t
{}
if
Status(RootArg(D

r ), CS1 ∪ CS2 )


t
= D or RootArg(Dr ) = null.

We have now given protocols for both the argument inquiry and warrant inquiry
dialogue. In the following subsection we provide a strategy that allows an agent to
select exactly one of the legal moves returned by the relevant protocol.

5.3 Generating dialogues
We will shortly give the strategy function that allows an agent to select exactly one
legal move to make at any point in either an argument inquiry or a warrant inquiry
dialogue. It is this function that sets our system apart from many of the comparable
existing systems, as it allows the actual generation of dialogues. Most dialogue systems
only go so far as to provide something equivalent to our protocol function (e.g. [40,
42]). Such systems are intended for modelling legal dialogues, whilst our system allows
generation of dialogues by providing a specific strategy function that allows agents to
select exactly one legal move to make. A strategy function takes the top-level dialogue
that an agent is participating in and returns exactly one move to be made.
A strategy is personal to an agent, as the move that it returns depends on the
agent’s private beliefs. The exhaustive strategy that we give here states that if there
are any legal moves that assert an argument which can be constructed by the agent,
then a single one of these moves is selected (according to a selection function that we
define shortly, denoted Picka ); else if there are any legal open moves with a defeasible
rule from the agent’s beliefs as their content, then a single one of these moves is selected
(according to a selection function that we define shortly, denoted Picko ); else a close
move is made.
In order to select a single open move from a set of open moves, we assign a unique
number to each move content and carry out a comparison of these numbers. Let us
assume that B? is composed of a finite number Z of atoms. Let us also assume that
there is a registration function µ over these atoms: so, for a literal α, µ(α) returns a
unique single digit number base Z (this number is only like an id number and can be
arbitrarily assigned). For a rule α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → αn+1 , µ(α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → αn+1 ) is
an n + 1 digit number of the form µ(α1 ) . . . µ(αn )µ(αn+1 ). This gives a unique base Z
number for each formula in B? and allows an agent to select a single open move using
the natural ordering relation < over base Z numbers.
Definition 31 Let Ξ = {hx, open, dialogue(θ1 , φ1 )i, . . . , hx, open, dialogue(θk , φk )i}
be a set of legal open moves that could be made by agent x. The function Picko returns
the selected open move to make. Picko (Ξ) = hx, open, dialogue(θi , φi )i (1 ≤ i ≤ k)
such that for all j (1 ≤ j ≤ k) if i 6= j, then µ(φi ) < µ(φj ).
If the set Ξ taken by the function Picko is not the empty set, then (as µ assigns
a unique number to the content of each open move) Picko deterministically returns a
single open move.
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Example 11 Let us assume that
Ξ = {h1, open, dialogue(ai, a ∧ b → c)i, h1, open, dialogue(ai, ¬a → d)i}
and that µ arbitrarily assigns a single digit base 5 number to the atoms that appear
in Ξ as follows: µ(a) = 1, µ(¬a) = 2, µ(b) = 3, µ(c) = 4, µ(d) = 5.
This gives us the following unique base 5 numbers for the defeasible rules that appear
in Ξ: µ(a ∧ b → c) = 134, µ(¬a → d) = 25.
As µ(¬a → d) < µ(a ∧ b → c), we get Picko (Ξ) = h1, open, dialogue(ai, ¬a → d)i.
In order to select a single assert move from a set of assert moves, we similarly assign
a unique tuple of numbers to each move content and carry out a comparison of these
tuples. We assign a tuple of numbers to each argument in A(B) using a registration
function λ together with µ. For an argument that takes the form
h{(φ1 , L1 ), . . . , (φn , Ln )}, φn+1 i
we get
λ(h{(φ1 , L1 ), . . . , (φn , Ln )}, φn+1 i) = hd1 , . . . , dn , dn+1 i
where
d1 < . . . < dn < dn+1
and
hd1 , . . . , dn , dn+1 i is a permutation of hµ(φ1 ), . . . , µ(φn ), µ(φn+1 )i
(where µ is the registration function for B). The function λ returns a unique tuple
of base Z numbers for each argument. We use a standard lexicographical comparison,
denoted ≺lex , of these tuples of numbers to select a move to make (i.e. the one whose
content is the maximum element in the lexicographical ordering).
Definition 32 Let Ξ = {hx, assert, hΦ1 , φ1 ii, . . . , hx, assert, hΦk , φk ii} be a set of
legal assert moves that could be made by agent x. The function Picka returns the
chosen assert move to make. Picka (Ξ) = hx, assert, hΦi , φi ii (1 ≤ i ≤ k) such that
for all j (1 ≤ j ≤ k) if i 6= j, then λ(hΦi , φi i) ≺lex λ(hΦj , φj i).
If the set Ξ taken by the function Picka is not the empty set, then (as λ assigns
a unique tuple to the content of each assert move) Picka deterministically returns a
single assert move.
Example 12 Let us assume that
Ξ = {h1, assert, h{(a, 1), (b, 1), (a∧b → c, 1)}, cii, h1, assert, h{(¬a, 1), (¬a → d, 1)}, dii}
and that µ arbitrarily assigns a single digit base 5 number to the atoms that appear
in Ξ as follows: µ(a) = 1, µ(¬a) = 2, µ(b) = 3, µ(c) = 4, µ(d) = 5.
This gives us the following unique tuples of base 5 numbers for the arguments that
appear in Ξ: λ(h{(a, 1), (b, 1), (a ∧ b → c, 1)}, ci) = h1, 3, 134i, λ(h{(¬a, 1), (¬a →
d, 1)}, di) = h2, 25i.
As λ(h{(a, 1), (b, 1), (a ∧ b → c, 1)}, ci) ≺lex λ(h{(¬a, 1), (¬a → d, 1)}, di), we get
Picka (Ξ) = h1, assert, h{(a, 1), (b, 1), (a ∧ b → c, 1)}, ci)i.
We now define the exhaustive strategy, so called as it ensures that all moves which
might have a bearing on the outcome of the dialogue will get made. This strategy
defines a subset of the legal assert moves and a subset of the legal open moves. If the
subset of legal assert moves is not empty, then Picka is used to select one of these moves
to make; else if the subset of legal open moves is not empty, then Picko is used to select
one of these moves to make; else a close move is made.
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Ωx (D1t )


iff Assertsx (D1t ) 6= ∅
 Picka (Assertsx (D1t ))
iff Assertsx (D1t ) = ∅ and Opensx (D1t ) 6= ∅
= Picko (Opensx (D1t ))
 hx, close, dialogue(θ, γ)i iff Asserts (Dt ) = ∅ and Opens (Dt ) = ∅
x
x
1
1

where θ = cType(D1t ), γ = cTopic(D1t ) and the choices for the moves are given by the following
subsidiary functions.
Assertsx (D1t ) = {hx, assert, hΦ, φii ∈ Πθ (D1t ) | hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ x ∪ CSx̂t )}
Opensx (D1t ) = {hx, open, dialogue(ai, ψ)i ∈ Πθ (D1t ) | (ψ, L) ∈ Σ x }
Fig. 3 The exhaustive strategy function uniquely selects a legal move to be made in either a
warrant inquiry or an argument inquiry dialogue.

Definition 33 The exhaustive strategy for an agent x participating in a wellformed top-level dialogue D1t is a function Ωx : Dtop 7→ M given in Figure 3.
Note the restrictions on the sets of legal moves from which an agent can pick a
next move. As we are considering a cooperative domain, an agent will only assert
an argument that it can construct from the union of its beliefs and the other agent’s
commitment store (and so will not make arguments up or deliberately deceive). Agents
are restricted to only opening a new argument inquiry dialogue with topic φ if they
have a belief (φ, L). This prevents an agent from opening a nested sub-dialogue unless
it at least knows of a rule that might help construct the desired argument.
As the strategy we define here is exhaustive, in the sense that it ensures all legal
moves get made, our simple selection functions Picka and Picko (that depend only on
an arbitrary registration function) are sufficient. It would be interesting to consider
more sophisticated selection functions that might, for example, aim to minimise the
length of the dialogues produced whilst still arriving at the same dialogue outcome.
We now define a well-formed exhaustive dialogue. This is either a well-formed
argument inquiry dialogue or a well-formed warrant inquiry dialogue that is generated
by two agents who both follow the exhaustive strategy at all times.
Definition 34 Let Drt be a well-formed dialogue with participants I = {1, 2}. Drt is
a well-formed exhaustive dialogue if the following condition holds.
1. ∀s s.t. r ≤ s < t and Drt extends Drs ,
if D1t is a top-dialogue of Drt and
D1s is a top-dialogue of Drs and
D1t extends D1s and
Sender(ms ) = x (where x ∈ I),
then ms+1 = Ωx̂ (D1s ).
We have now provided a strategy for use with either the argument inquiry protocol
or the warrant inquiry protocol, allowing agents to generate both well-formed warrant
inquiry dialogues and well-formed argument inquiry dialogues. In the following section
we give some examples of dialogues generated with the exhaustive strategy.

5.4 Dialogue examples
In this section we give examples of well-formed exhaustive dialogues. The first example
we give is a well-formed exhaustive argument inquiry dialogue.
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t
1
2
3
4
5

CS1t

(b, 1)
(b → c, 1)

mt
h1, open, dialogue(ai, c → d)i
h2, close, dialogue(ai, c → d)i
h1, open, dialogue(ai, b → c)i
h2, assert, h{(b, 1)}, bii
h1, assert, h{(b, 1), (b → c, 1)}, cii

CS2t

QSt
QS1 = {c, d}
QS3 = {b, c}

(b, 1)

6

h2, close, dialogue(ai, b → c)i

7
8
9

h1, open, dialogue(ai, a → b)i
QS7 = {a, b}
h2, assert, h{(a, 1)}, aii
(a, 1)
h1, assert, h{(a, 1), (a → b, 1)}, bii

(a, 1)
(a → b, 1)

10
11

h2, close, dialogue(ai, a → b)i
h1, close, dialogue(ai, a → b)i

12
13

h2, close, dialogue(ai, b → c)i
h1, close, dialogue(ai, b → c)i

14
h2, close, dialogue(ai, c → d)i
15 (c → d, 1) h1, assert, h{(a, 1), (a → b, 1),
(b → c, 1), (c → d, 1)}, dii
16
h2, close, dialogue(ai, c → d)i
17
h1, close, dialogue(ai, c → d)i
Table 2 Argument inquiry dialogue example.

5.4.1 Argument inquiry dialogue example
Agent 1 wishes to enter into an argument inquiry dialogue with agent 2 in order to try
to find an argument for d (where both agents are following the exhaustive strategy).
We have
Σ 1 = {(c → d, 1), (b → c, 1), (a → b, 1)}

Σ 2 = {(a, 1), (b, 1)}

Agent 1 is aware of a defeasible rule whose consequent is d and so opens an argument
inquiry dialogue with this defeasible rule as its topic. Assume µ(a) = 1, µ(¬a) = 2,
µ(b) = 3, µ(¬b) = 4, µ(c) = 5, µ(¬c) = 6, µ(d) = 7 etc. The dialogue proceeds as in
Table 2. The table represents the top-level dialogue, the first column gives the value
of t, the second column gives the commitment store of agent 1, the third column gives
the move mt , the fourth column gives the commitment store of agent 2, and the fifth
column gives the details of any query stores that are not equal to the empty set.
As there are two arguments for d that can be constructed from the union of the
two commitment stores at the end of the top-level dialogue D117 , the outcome of this
dialogue is the set of these two arguments.
Outcomeai (D117 ) = {h{(a, 1), (a → b, 1), (b → c, 1), (c → d, 1)}, di,
h{(b, 1), (b → c, 1), (c → d, 1)}, di}
There are two sub-dialogues of D117 : D313 that terminates at 13 and has topic b → c;
and D711 that terminates at 11 and has topic a → b. D711 is also a sub-dialogue of D313 .
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t
1
2
3

CS1t
(a, 4)
(a → b, 4)

mt
h1, open, dialogue(wi, b)i
h2, close, dialogue(wi, b)i
h1, assert, h{(a, 4), (a → b, 4)}, bii
h2, assert, h{(d, 3), (d → ¬a, 3)}, ¬aii

4

(c, 3)
h1, assert, h{(c, 3), (c → ¬b, 3)}, ¬bii
(c → ¬b, 3)
6
h2, assert, h{(¬d, 1)}, ¬dii

CS2t

QSt

(d, 3)
(d → ¬a, 3)

5

(¬d, 1)

7
8
9

h1, open, dialogue(ai, a → b)i
h2, close, dialogue(ai, a → b)i
h1, close, dialogue(ai, a → b)i

10
11
12

h2, open, dialogue(ai, d → ¬a)i
h1, close, dialogue(ai, d → ¬a)i
h2, close, dialogue(ai, d → ¬a)i

QS10 = {d, ¬a}

13
14
15

h1, open, dialogue(ai, c → ¬b)i
h2, close, dialogue(ai, c → ¬b)i
h1, close, dialogue(ai, c → ¬b)i

QS13 = {c, ¬b}

h2, open, dialogue(ai, e → ¬d)i
h1, assert, h{(e, 2)}, eii
h2, assert, h{(e, 2), (e → ¬d, 2)}, ¬dii

QS16 = {e, ¬d}

16
17
18

(e, 2)

19
20

h1, close, dialogue(ai, e → ¬d)i
h2, close, dialogue(ai, e → ¬d)i

21
22
22
23

h1, close, dialogue(wi, b)i
h2, assert, h{(¬e, 1)}, ¬eii
h1, close, dialogue(wi, b)i
h2, close, dialogue(wi, b)i

QS7 = {a, b}

(e, 2)
(e → ¬d, 2)

(¬e, 1)

Table 3 Warrant inquiry dialogue example.

Outcomeai (D313 ) = {h{(a, 1), (a → b, 1), (b → c, 1)}, ci, h{(b, 1), (b → c, 1)}, ci}
Outcomeai (D711 ) = {h{(a, 1), (a → b, 1)}, bi, h{(b, 1)}, bi}
The following example is of a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue.
5.4.2 Warrant inquiry dialogue example
Agent 1 wishes to enter into a warrant inquiry dialogue with agent 2 in order to try to
find a warrant for an argument for b (where both agents are following the exhaustive
strategy). We have
Σ 1 = {(a, 4), (a → b, 4), (c, 3), (c → ¬b, 3), (e, 2)}
Σ 2 = {(d, 3), (d → ¬a, 3), (¬d, 1), (e → ¬d, 2), (¬e, 1)}
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h{(a, 4), (a → b, 4)}, bi




PP

P

h{(c, 3), (c → ¬b, 3)}, ¬bi

U

D

PP
P

h{(d, 3), (d → ¬a, 3)}, ¬ai

D

PPP

PP


P
h{(¬d, 1)}, ¬di

U

h{(e, 2), (e → ¬d, 2)}, ¬di

h{(¬e, 1)}, ¬ei

D

U

Fig. 4 The marked dialectical tree for warrant inquiry dialogue example.

Agent 1 opens a warrant inquiry dialogue with b as its topic. The dialogue proceeds
as in Table 3. Again, we assume µ(a) = 1, µ(¬a) = 2, µ(b) = 3, µ(¬b) = 4, µ(c) = 5,
µ(¬c) = 6, µ(d) = 7 etc.
The root argument of this dialogue is h{(a, 4), (a → b, 4)}, bi (as this is the first
argument asserted for the topic), and so the outcome of the top-level warrant inquiry
dialogue D123 depends on the dialectical tree T(h{(a, 4), (a → b, 4)}, bi, CS123 ∪ CS223 ).
The marked version of this dialectical tree is shown in Figure 4.
As the root argument of the tree is defeated, the outcome of the dialogue is the
empty set.
Outcomewi (D123 ) = {}
Note that there are four nested argument inquiry dialogues that appear as sub20
15
12
and D16
.
, D13
dialogues of D123 : D79 , D10
Outcomeai (D79 ) = {}

12
) = {}
Outcomeai (D10

15
Outcomeai (D13
) = {}

20
Outcomeai (D16
) = {h{(e, 2), (e → ¬d, 2)}, ¬di}

The final example we give is an example of a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry
dialogue from the medical domain.
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t
1
2

CS1t

mt
h2, open, dialogue(wi, mam)i
h1, close, dialogue(wi, mam)i
h2, open, dialogue(ai,
pain ∧ nonCyc → mam)i

3

h1, assert, h{(pain, 1)}, painii
h2, close, dialogue(ai,
pain ∧ nonCyc → mam)i
6 (nonCyc, 1) h1, assert, h{(nonCyc, 1)}, nonCycii
7
h2, assert, h{(pain, 1), (nonCyc, 1),
(pain ∧ nonCyc → mam, 3)}, mamii
4
5

CS2t

QSt

QS3 =
{pain,
nonCyc, mam}

(pain, 1)

(pain, 1)
(nonCyc, 1)
(pain ∧ nonCyc
→ mam, 3)

h1, close, dialogue(ai,
pain ∧ nonCyc → mam)i
h2, close, dialogue(ai,
pain ∧ nonCyc → mam)i

8
9

h1, close, dialogue(wi, mam)i

10

14
15

h2, open, dialogue(ai, preg → ¬mam)i
QS11 =
h1, assert, h{(preg, 2)}, pregii
{preg, ¬mam}
h2, assert, h{(preg, 2),
(preg, 2)
(preg → ¬mam, 1)}, ¬mamii (preg → ¬mam, 1)
h1, close, dialogue(ai, preg → ¬mam)i
h2, close, dialogue(ai, preg → ¬mam)i

16
17

h1, close, dialogue(wi, mam)i
h2, close, dialogue(wi, mam)i

11
12
13

(preg, 2)

Table 4 Warrant inquiry dialogue example from medical domain.

5.4.3 Warrant inquiry dialogue example from medical domain
Agent 1 represents a specific patient’s agent, and keeps track of all data relevant to
the patient (and so subsumes the role of electronic patient record). The patient is
suffering from breast symptoms and is worried she may have breast cancer. She has
been referred by her general practitioner to a breast surgeon for diagnosis of these
symptoms. The breast surgeon’s agent is agent 2. As part of the diagnostic procedure,
the breast surgeon must decide whether the patient needs imaging and what form this
imaging should take (mammogram or ultrasound), and so the surgeon must collect
all acceptable arguments for and against these options in order to decide which is the
best course of action. There are many things that the surgeon must take into account
during the argumentation process and, as this example covers only a very small part
of this space, the reader should not assume anything about the validity of the medical
knowledge represented here. We have
Σ 1 = {(pain, 1), (nonCyc, 1), (preg, 2)}

Σ 2 = {(pain ∧ nonCyc → mam, 3), (preg → ¬mam, 1)}
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h{(pain, 1), (nonCyc, 1), (pain ∧ nonCyc → mam, 3)}, mami

h{(preg, 2), (preg → ¬mam, 1)}, ¬mami

D

U

Fig. 5 The marked dialectical tree for warrant inquiry dialogue example from medical domain.

where pain represents that the patient has breast pain, nonCyc represents that the
patient’s breast pain is non-cyclical, preg represents that the patient is pregnant, and
mam represents that the patient should have a mammogram.
Agent 2 opens a warrant inquiry dialogue with mam as its topic. The dialogue
proceeds as in Table 4 (where both agents are following the exhaustive strategy). We
assume µ(pain) = 1, µ(nonCyc) = 2, µ(preg) = 3, µ(mam) = 4, µ(¬mam) = 5.
The root argument of this dialogue is
h{(pain, 1), (nonCyc, 1), (pain ∧ nonCyc → mam, 3)}, mami
as so the outcome of the top-level warrant inquiry dialogue D117 depends on the dialectical tree
T(h{(pain, 1), (nonCyc, 1), (pain ∧ nonCyc → mam, 3)}, mami, CS117 ∪ CS217 ).
The marked version of this dialectical tree is shown in Figure 5. As the root argument
of the tree is defeated, the outcome of the dialogue is the empty set.
Outcomewi (D117 ) = {}
Note that there are two nested argument inquiry dialogues that appear as subdialogues
15
.
of D117 : D39 and D11
Outcomeai (D39 ) = {h{(pain, 1), (nonCyc, 1), (pain ∧ nonCyc → mam, 3)}, mami}
15
Outcomeai (D11
) = {h{(preg, 2), (preg → ¬mam, 1)}, ¬mami}

6 Properties of the dialogue system
We believe it is important to consider soundness and completeness properties if we
are to understand the behaviour of our dialogues. This is particularly the case when
dealing with a domain such as the medical domain, where we wish the appropriate
outcome to be guaranteed given a particular situation. One can imagine that in a
competitive domain we would want it to be possible for the agents to behave in an
intelligent manner in order to be able to influence the outcome of the dialogue; in the
safety-critical medical domain, we wish the agents to always arrive at the best possible
outcome given their beliefs. When defining soundness and completeness properties, we
compare the outcome of our dialogues with the benchmark that is the set of arguments
that can be constructed from the union of the participating agents’ beliefs.
We consider this benchmark to be the ‘ideal’ outcome, as there are clearly no
constraints on the sharing of beliefs. However, it is only ideal if we accept that the
agents each have the same level of expertise regarding the beliefs. Consider the situation
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in which a medical student is discussing a diagnosis with a consultant. In this situation,
the ideal benchmark might be the outcome that the consultant would reach without
taking into account any of the student’s beliefs. Or there may be a situation in which
we wish our argument inquiry dialogues not to produce every argument that the agents
can jointly construct for a certain claim, but only those which are considered to be the
‘best’ in some sense. We would like to explore other possible benchmarks as future
work.
In this section we define soundness and completeness properties for both argument
inquiry and warrant inquiry dialogues and show that all dialogues generated by our
system are sound and complete. We first deal with argument inquiry dialogues and
then with warrant inquiry dialogues.

6.1 Argument inquiry dialogues
We say that an argument inquiry dialogue is sound if and only if, when the outcome of
the dialogue includes an argument, then that same argument can be constructed from
the union of the two participating agents’ beliefs.
Definition 35 Let Drt be a well-formed argument inquiry dialogue. We say that Drt
is sound iff, if hΦ, φi ∈ Outcomeai (Drt ), then hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ).
In order to show that all argument inquiry dialogues are sound we need to introduce
some lemmas. The first states that if an agent asserts an argument, then it must be
able to construct the argument from its beliefs and the other agent’s commitment store.
This is clear from the definition of the exhaustive strategy.
Lemma 1 Let Drt be a well-formed argument inquiry dialogue. If D1t is a top-dialogue
of Drt and Ωx (D1t ) = hx, assert, hΦ, φii, then hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ x ∪ CSx̂t ).
Proof: The exhaustive strategy (Def. 33) states that if Ωx (D1t ) = hx, assert, hΦ, φii
then the condition hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ x ∪ CSx̂t ) must hold. 
From Lemma 1 and the fact that the commitment stores are only updated when
an assert move is made, we get the lemma that a commitment store is always a subset
of the union of the two agents’ beliefs.
Lemma 2 If Drt is a well-formed exhaustive argument inquiry dialogue, then CS1t ∪
CS2t ⊆ Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 .
Proof: The only time that a commitment store is changed is when an agent x makes
the move hx, assert, hΦ, φii (Def. 22). From Lem. 1, we see that for hx, assert, hΦ, φii
to be a move made at point t + 1 in a dialogue, the condition hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ x ∪ CSx̂t )
must hold, hence Φ ⊆ Σ x ∪ CSx̂t (Def. 6). As a commitment store is empty when t = 0,
any member of the union of the commitment stores must also be a member of the union
of the agents’ beliefs, hence CS1t ∪ CS2t ⊆ Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 . 
The next lemma states that if we have a set Φ that is a subset of a set of beliefs
Ψ , then the set of arguments that can be constructed from Φ is a subset of the set of
arguments that can be constructed from Ψ .
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Lemma 3 Let Φ ⊆ B and Ψ ⊆ B be two sets. If Φ ⊆ Ψ , then A(Φ) ⊆ A(Ψ ).
Proof: Assume that Φ ⊆ Ψ and hΠ, πi is an argument s.t. hΠ, πi ∈ A(Φ). From Def. 6,
we see that Π ⊆ Φ. As Π ⊆ Φ, Φ ⊆ Ψ and the subset relationship is transitive, Π ⊆ Ψ .
Hence, hΠ, πi ∈ A(Ψ ) (Def. 6). Hence, if Φ ⊆ Ψ and A ∈ A(Φ) then A ∈ A(Ψ ). Hence,
if Φ ⊆ Ψ then A(Φ) ⊆ A(Ψ ). 
We now show that argument inquiry dialogues generated with the exhaustive strategy are sound.
Proposition 2 If Drt is a well-formed exhaustive argument inquiry dialogue, then Drt
is sound.
Proof: Assume hΦ, φi ∈ Outcomeai (Drt ). From Def. 26, hΦ, φi ∈ A(CS1t ∪ CS2t ). From
Lem. 2, CS1t ∪ CS2t ⊆ Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 . Hence, from Lem. 3, hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ). Hence, Drt
is sound. 
Similarly, an argument inquiry dialogue is complete if and only if, if the dialogue
terminates at t and it is possible to construct an argument for a literal in the query
store from the union of the two participating agents’ beliefs, then that argument will
be in the outcome of the dialogue at t.
Definition 36 Let Drt be a well-formed argument inquiry dialogue. We say that Drt
is complete iff, if Drt terminates at t and φ ∈ QSr and there exists Φ such that
hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ), then hΦ, φi ∈ Outcomeai (Drt ).
In order to show that all exhaustive argument inquiry dialogues are complete we
need to give some further lemmas. The first states that if a well-formed exhaustive
dialogue (either argument inquiry or warrant inquiry) terminates at t, then the set of
legal moves from which an agent must choose the move mt does not include any open
or assert moves. This is clear from the definition of the exhaustive strategy.
Lemma 4 If Drt is a well-formed exhaustive dialogue that terminates at t such that
Sender(mt−1 ) = x̂ and Drt extends Drt−1 and D1t−1 is a top-dialogue of Drt−1 , then
(for x ∈ I) Assertsx (D1t−1 ) = ∅ and Opensx (D1t−1 ) = ∅.
Proof: A dialogue is terminated with a matched-close (Def. 19). The exhaustive strategy (Def. 33) states that a close move will only be made by x if the sets Assertsx (D1t )
and Opensx (D1t ) are empty. Hence, Assertsx (D1t ) = Opensx (D1t ) = ∅. 
The following lemma states that if two agents are in an argument inquiry dialogue
that terminates at t and there exists some r (1 ≤ r < t) such that φ ∈ QSr and there
is an argument for φ of the form h{φ}, φi that can be constructed from the union of the
two agents’ beliefs, then φ will be in the union of the commitment stores at timepoint
t. We get this lemma from Lemma 4 and the definitions of the exhaustive strategy and
the argument inquiry protocol.
Lemma 5 For all r (1 ≤ r < t), if Drt is a well-formed exhaustive argument inquiry dialogue that terminates at t such that φ ∈ QSr and there exists h{(φ, L)}, φi ∈
A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ), then φ ∈ CS1t ∪ CS2t .
Proof: Let us assume that φ ∈ QSr and h{(φ, L)}, φi ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ), hence (for x ∈ I)
h{(φ, L)}, φi ∈ A(Σ x ∪ CSx̂t2 ) for all values of t2 s.t 1 ≤ t2 ≤ t (from Def. 6). From
Def. 24 and Def. 33, for all t3 s.t. r < t3 < t, hx, assert, h{(φ, L)}, φii ∈ Assertsx (D1t3 )
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unless there exists a t4 , 1 < t4 < t3 , s.t. mt4 = h , assert, h{(φ, L)}, φii. As D1t terminates at t and from Lem. 4, Assertsx (D1t ) = Opensx (D1t ) = ∅, hence it must be true that
there exists t4 (1 < t4 < t), s.t. mt4 = h , assert, h{(φ, L)}, φii, hence φ ∈ CSxt4 ∪ CSx̂t4
(1 < t4 < t), hence φ ∈ CS1t ∪ CS2t . 
From Lemma 4 and the definitions of the exhaustive strategy and the argument
inquiry protocol we also get the following lemma that if there is a defeasible rule whose
consequent is present in the query store, then there will be a timepoint at which a
query store will be created that contains all the literals of the defeasible rule.
Lemma 6 For all r (1 ≤ r < t), if Drt is a well-formed exhaustive argument inquiry
dialogue that terminates at t such that φ ∈ QSr and there exists a domain belief (α1 ∧
. . . ∧ αn → φ, L) ∈ Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 , then there exists t1 (1 < t1 < t) such that QSt1 =
{α1 , . . . , αn , φ} and Drt extends Drt1 .
Proof: Assume (α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → φ, L) ∈ Σ x (where x ∈ I), φ ∈ QSr , {α1 , . . . αn , φ} 6⊆
QSr and the dialogue Drt2 terminates at t2 . From Def. 24 and Def. 33, we see that,
for t3 s.t. Current(D1t3 ) = Drt3 , hx, open, α1 ∧ . . . ∧ α → φi ∈ Opensx (D1t3 ) (r ≤
t3 < t2 ) unless such a move has already been made at timepoint t4 (1 < t4 < t3 )
in which case QSt4 = {α1 , . . . , αn , φ}. As Drt2 terminates at t2 and from Lem. 4,
Assertsx (D1t2 ) = Opensx (D1t2 ) = ∅, hence there exists t4 (1 < t4 < t3 < t) s.t. mt4 =
hx, open, α1 ∧ . . . ∧ α → φi, hence QSt4 = {α1 , . . . , αn , φ}. 
We now show that argument inquiry dialogues generated with the exhaustive strategy are complete.
Proposition 3 If Drt is a well-formed exhaustive argument inquiry dialogue, then Drt
is complete.
Proof: If Drt does not terminate at t then Drt is complete. So assume Drt terminates
at t, φ ∈ QSr , and hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ). By Def. 6, Φ ⊆ Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 . There are two
cases. (Case 1) Φ = {(φ, L)}. Hence by Lem. 5, φ ∈ CS1t ∪ CS2t . From Def. 26,
hΦ, φi ∈ Outcomeai (Drt ). (Case 2) There exists (α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn → φ, L) ∈ Φ. By Def. 6,
for all αi there exists Φi s.t. hΦi , αi i ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ). From Lem. 6, there exists t1
(1 < t1 ≤ t) s.t. QSt1 = {α1 , . . . , αn , φ}. Each Φi is either an example of case 1 or case
2, so, by recursion, there exists r2 , t2 (r < r2 < t2 ≤ t) s.t. hΦi , αi i ∈ Outcomeai (Drt22 ).
Hence, from Def. 6, hΦ, φi ∈ Outcomeai (Drt ). 
The soundness and completeness results we have given here are particularly interesting if we know that an argument inquiry dialogue terminates. Fortunately, we can
show that all dialogues (both argument inquiry and warrant inquiry) generated with
the exhaustive strategy terminate (as agents’ belief bases are finite, hence there are
only a finite number of assert and open moves that can be generated and agents cannot
repeat these moves).
Proposition 4 For any well-formed exhaustive dialogue Drt , there exists a t1 (r < t ≤
t1 ) such that Drt1 terminates at t1 and Drt1 extends Drt .
Proof: An agent’s belief base is assumed to be finite. The exhaustive strategy (Def. 33)
states that the set of assert moves from which an agent may select a move to make
depends on the arguments that an agent can construct from the union of its beliefs and
the other agents commitment store. The other agent’s commitment store is a subset of
the union of the agents’ beliefs (Lem. 2) and so is also finite, hence there can only be
a finite number of assert moves that are available to an agent throughout the dialogue.
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Similarly, the exhaustive strategy states that an agent can only make an open move if
the content of that move is a belief of the agent, as the beliefs are finite this means
that there can only be a finite number of open moves available to the agent throughout
the dialogue. As both the protocols (Def. 24, Def. 28) state that agents cannot repeat
moves, each agent participating in a dialogue will, therefore, eventually exhaust the set
of assert or open moves they may make. The exhaustive strategy states that when this
happens the agents must each make a close move, hence giving us a matched close and
terminating the dialogue. 
From combining our completeness proposition with the fact that exhaustive argument inquiry dialogues always terminate, we get the desired result that if an argument
can be constructed from the union of the two participating agents’ beliefs whose claim
is a literal from the current query store, then there will come a timepoint at which that
argument is in the outcome of the dialogue.
Proposition 5 Let Drt be a well-formed exhaustive argument inquiry dialogue. If φ ∈
QSr and there exists Φ such that hΦ, φi ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ), then there exists t1 (1 < t1 )
such that Drt1 extends Drt and hΦ, φi ∈ Outcomeai (Drt1 ).
Proof: This follows from Prop. 3 and Prop. 4. 
To summarise this section, each argument inquiry dialogue generated with the
exhaustive strategy terminates such that the set of arguments that is its outcome is
exactly the same as the set of all arguments that have as their claim a literal from
the query store and that are constructed from the union of the participating agents’
beliefs.

6.2 Warrant inquiry dialogues
The goal of a warrant inquiry dialogue is for two agents to share relevant parts of
their knowledge in order to jointly construct (from the union of their commitment
stores) a dialectical tree that has an argument for the topic of the dialogue at the root
(henceforth referred to as the dialogue tree). This tree then acts as a warrant for the
root argument if and only if the status of the root node is U (i.e. it is undefeated). When
defining soundness and completeness properties, the benchmark that we compare this
to is the dialectical tree that has the same root argument as the dialogue tree but is
constructed from the union of the two agents’ beliefs. Again, this benchmark is in a
sense the ‘ideal’ situation, in which there are no constraints on the sharing of beliefs.
We say that a warrant inquiry dialogue is sound if and only if, if the outcome of the
terminated dialogue is an argument hΦ, φi and T is a dialectical tree that has hΦ, φi at
its root and is constructed from the union of the participating agents’ beliefs, then the
status of the root node of T is U.
Definition 37 Let Drt be a well-formed warrant inquiry dialogue. Drt is sound iff, if
Drt terminates at t and Outcomewi (Drt ) = hΦ, φi, then Status(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ) = U.
Similarly, a warrant inquiry dialogue is complete if and only if, if the root argument
of the dialogue is hΦ, φi and the status of the root node of a dialectical tree that has
hΦ, φi at its root and is constructed from the union of the participating agents’ beliefs
is U, then the outcome of the dialogue when it is terminated is hΦ, φi.
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Definition 38 Let Drt be a well-formed warrant inquiry dialogue. Drt is complete
iff, if Drt terminates at t, RootArg(Drt ) = hΦ, φi and Status(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ) = U, then
Outcomewi (Drt ) = hΦ, φi.
In order to show that warrant inquiry dialogues are sound and complete, we will
show that the dialogue tree is in fact equal to the dialectical tree that has the same
argument at its root but is constructed from the union of the participating agents’
beliefs. As the outcome of the warrant inquiry dialogue is determined by the status of
the root node of the dialogue tree, it is clear that if the outcome of the warrant inquiry
dialogue is the argument hΦ, φi then the status of the root node of the dialectical tree
that is constructed from the union of the agents’ beliefs and has hΦ, φi at its root is
U (given that the dialogue tree is equal to this dialectical tree). Similarly, if the root
argument of the dialogue is hΦ, φi and the status of the root node of the dialectical
tree that is constructed from the union of the agents’ beliefs and has hΦ, φi at its root
is U, then the outcome of the dialogue must be hΦ, φi.
To show that the dialogue tree is equal to the dialectical tree that has the root
argument of the dialogue at its root and is constructed from the union of the agents’
beliefs, we must show that if a path from the root node appears in one then it will
also appear in the other. First, we will show that if we have an exhaustive warrant
inquiry dialogue Drt that terminates at t, whose root argument is hΦ, φi, and there is a
path from the root node [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] that appears in the dialogue tree
constructed during Drt , then the same path from the root node appears in the dialectical
tree that is constructed from the union of the two participating agents’ beliefs and has
hΦ, φi at its root. This is due to the relationship between the commitment stores and
the agents’ beliefs (i.e. the union of the commitment stores is a subset of the union of
the beliefs).
Lemma 7 Let Drt be a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue that terminates
at t such that RootArg(Drt ) = hΦ, φi. If there exists a path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i]
in the dialogue tree T(hΦ, φi, CS1t ∪ CS2t ), then the same path exists in the dialectical
tree T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ).
Proof: Assume the path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] appears in T(hΦ, φi, CS1t ∪CS2t ).
From Def. 12, ∀i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) hΦi , φi i ∈ A(CS1t ∪ CS2t ), hence hΦi , φi i ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 )
(from Lem. 2 and Lem. 3), hence the path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] can also be
constructed from Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 . As [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] is an acceptable argumentation line in T(hΦ, φi, CS1t ∪ CS2t ), it must also be an acceptable argumentation line
in T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ) (from Def. 11). Hence, if there exists a path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i,
. . . , hΦn , φn i] in T(hΦ, φi, CS1t ∪ CS2t ), then there exists a path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . ,
hΦn , φn i] in T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ). 
The next lemma is complementary to the previous one. It states that if we have an
exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue Drt that terminates at t, whose root argument is
hΦ, φi, and there is a path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] that appears in the dialectical
tree that is constructed from the union of the two participating agents’ beliefs and
has hΦ, φi at its root, then the same path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] appears in the
dialogue tree. This is due to the fact that the warrant inquiry protocol along with the
exhaustive strategy ensures that all arguments that change the dialogue tree (i.e. cause
a new node to be added to the tree) get asserted during the dialogue.
Lemma 8 Let Drt be a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue that terminates at t such that RootArg(Drt ) = hΦ, φi. If D1t is a top-dialogue of Drt and there
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exists a path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] in T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ), then there exists a
path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] in the dialogue tree T(hΦ, φi, CS1t ∪ CS2t ).
Proof: Assume the path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] appears in T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ).
Also assume there exists t1 such that Φ ⊆ CS1t1 ∪ CS2t1 and there does not exist t0
0

0

such that 1 < t0 < t1 and Φ ⊆ CS1t ∪ CS2t (i.e. t1 is the timepoint at which the root
argument is asserted). From Def. 12, hΦi , φi i ∈ A(Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n). There are
two cases.
(Case 1) hΦi , φi i ∈ A(Σ x ) where x ∈ I.
(Case 2) hΦi , φi i 6∈ A(Σ 1 ) and hΦi , φi i 6∈ A(Σ 2 ), in which case there exists a defeasible
rule (α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αm → φi , L) ∈ Φi such that (α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αm → φi , L) ∈ Σ x , where x ∈ I.
Let us now consider hΦ1 , φ1 i. It is either an instance of case 1, or of case 2.
If it is case 1: From Def. 28 and Def. 33, for all t2 such that t1 < t2 ≤ t and D1t
extends D1t2 , hx, assert, hΦ1 , φ1 ii ∈ Assertsx (D1t2 ) unless T(hΦ, φi, CS1t2 ∪ CS2t2 ∪ Φ1 )
equals T(hΦ, φi, CS1t2 ∪ CS2t2 ) (i.e making the move to assert hΦ1 , φ1 i does not change
the dialogue tree).
As the path [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i] appears in T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ) it must be the case (from
Def. 12) that hΦ1 , φ1 i is a defeater for hΦ, φi and the argumentation line [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i]
is acceptable. Hence if hx, assert, hΦ1 , φ1 ii 6∈ Assertsx (D1t2 ) then the argumentation line
[hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i] must already appear in the dialogue tree T(hΦ, φi, CS1t2 ∪ CS2t2 ), otherwise asserting hΦ, φi would certainly change the dialogue tree. As Assertsx (D1t−1 ) = ∅
(Lem. 4) it must be the case that hx, assert, hΦ1 , φ1 ii 6∈ Assertsx (D1t−1 ) and so the
argumentation line [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i] must already appear in the dialogue tree T(hΦ, φi,
CS1t−1 ∪ CS2t−1 ). Hence, there must exist t3 such that t1 < t3 < t and [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i]
appears in T(hΦ, φi, CS1t3 ∪ CS2t3 ).
If it is case 2: As hΦ1 , φ1 i is a defeater for hΦ, φi, ¬φ1 ∈ DefDerivations(CS1t1 ∪ CS2t1 ).
Hence, from Def. 28 and Def. 33, for all t4 such that t1 < t4 ≤ t, hx, open, dialogue(ai,
α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αm → φ1 )i ∈ Opensx (D1t4 ) unless there exists a t5 such that 1 < t5 ≤ t4
and QSt5 = {α1 , . . . , αm , φ1 }, in which case, from Prop. 5, there exists t6 such that
t5 ≤ t6 < t and hΦ1 , φ1 i ∈ Outcomeai (Drt6 ). As Opensx (D1t−1 ) = ∅ (Lem. 4), it must
be the case that there exists t6 such that t5 ≤ t6 < t and hΦ1 , φ1 i ∈ Outcomeai (Drt6 ).
From Def. 26, hΦ1 , φ1 i ∈ CS1t6 ∪ CS2t6 , hence (from Def. 12) [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i] appears
in the dialogue tree T(hΦ, φi, CS1t6 ∪ CS2t6 ).
Now let us consider hΦ2 , φ2 i. We can apply the same reasoning again to show that
there will exist a timepoint at which [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, hΦ2 , φ2 i] appears in the dialogue
tree. If we now consider hΦ3 , φ3 i we can apply the same reasoning to show us that
there will exist a timepoint at which [hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, hΦ2 , φ2 i, hΦ3 , φ3 i] appears in the
dialogue tree. Hence, if we continued in this way, by recursion there exists a path
[hΦ, φi, hΦ1 , φ1 i, . . . , hΦn , φn i] in the dialogue tree T(hΦ, φi, CS1t ∪ CS2t ). 
From the previous two lemmas we get the following proposition, which states that
if we have a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue Drt that terminates at t,
whose root argument is hΦ, φi, then the dialogue tree equals the dialectical tree that
is constructed from the union of the two participating agents’ beliefs and has hΦ, φi as
its root.
Proposition 6 If Drt is a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue that terminates at t such that RootArg(Drt ) = hΦ, φi, then the dialogue tree T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 )
equals the dialectical tree T(hΦ, φi, CS1t ∪ CS2t ).
Proof: This follows from Lem. 7 and Lem. 8. 
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Now we have shown that the dialogue tree produced in a warrant inquiry dialogue
is equal to the dialectical tree that is constructed from the union of the agents’ beliefs
and has the same argument at its root, it follows that warrant inquiry dialogues are
sound and complete.
Proposition 7 If Drt is a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue, then Drt
is sound.
Proof: If Drt does not terminate at t, then Drt is sound. So, assume Drt terminates at
t and that RootArg(Drt ) = hΦ, φi. If Outcomewi (Drt ) = hΦ, φi, then Status(hΦ, φi, CS1t ∪
CS2t ) = U (from Def. 30), hence if Outcomewi (Drt ) = hΦ, φi, then Status(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪
Σ 2 ) = U (as T(hΦ, φi, CS12 ∪ CS2t ) equals T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ), from Prop. 6). Hence,
Drt is sound. 
Proposition 8 If Drt is a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue, then Drt
is complete.
Proof: If Drt does not terminate at t, then Drt is complete. So, assume that Drt terminates at t and that RootArg(Drt ) = hΦ, φi. Prop. 6 states that the dialogue tree
T(hΦ, φi, CS12 ∪ CS2t ) equals T(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ). Hence if Status(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ) = U,
then Outcomewi (Drt ) = hΦ, φi (from Def. 30). Hence, Drt is complete. 
We can combine these propositions with our result that all dialogues terminate to
give us the following two propositions. The first states that all warrant inquiry dialogues
have a continuation such that if the outcome of this continuation is hΦ, φi, then the
status of the root node of the dialectical tree that is constructed from the union of the
agents’ beliefs with hΦ, φi at its root is U.
Proposition 9 Let Drt be a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue. There
0
0
exists t0 such that r < t0 , Drt extends Drt , and if Outcomewi (Drt ) = hΦ, φi, then
Status(hΦ, φi, Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 ) = U.
Proof: This follows from Prop. 4 and Prop. 7. 
The next Proposition states that all warrant inquiry dialogues have a continuation
such that if the root argument of the dialogue is hΦ, φi and the status of the root node
of the dialectical tree that is constructed from the union of the participating agents’
beliefs and has hΦ, φi at its root is U, then the outcome of the continuation of the
dialogue is hΦ, φi.
Proposition 10 Let Drt be a well-formed exhaustive warrant inquiry dialogue. There
0
exists t0 such that r < t0 , Drt extends Drt , and if RootArg(Drt ) = hΦ, φi and Status(hΦ, φi,
1
2
Σ ∪ Σ ) = U, then Outcomewi (Drt ) = hΦ, φi.
Proof: This follows from Prop. 4 and Prop. 8. 
We have now shown that all warrant inquiry dialogues generated by the exhaustive
strategy terminate such that the dialogue tree produced is equal to the equivalent dialectical tree constructed from the union of the participating agents’ beliefs. The reader
may be interested to know that we have defined another strategy (in the first author’s
PhD thesis [11]) that produces sound and complete warrant inquiry dialogues in which
the dialogue tree is a pruned version of the equivalent dialectical tree constructed from
the union of the participating agents’ beliefs
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7 Related work
There is another group who have done work on distributing Garcı́a and Simari’s Defeasible Logic Programming. They have presented a system [48] which allows a group of
agents (including a moderator) to share arguments and jointly construct a dialectical
tree. However, whilst they give a functional description of the argumentation process,
they do not provide a protocol or strategy for the agents to follow in order to carry
out the argumentation process. As we have done, they compare the behaviour of their
system with that produced by a single agent reasoning with the union of the distributed agents’ beliefs. They also give soundness and completeness results; however,
these depend on the assumption that arguments are not split between agents, i.e. for
each argument that can be constructed from the union of all agents’ beliefs, it must be
the case that a single agent can construct the argument from its beliefs alone. These
results are weaker than our soundness and completeness results, which hold no matter
how the beliefs are split across the agents.
Another work that has an equivalent aim to ours is [16]. The authors of [16] present a
framework in which agents can exchange arguments to determine the acceptability of an
argument in question. Notably, the agents are also able to jointly construct arguments.
However, although they informally define a protocol and sketch an algorithm for multiagent argumentation it is not clear that this is sufficient for agents to generate dialogues,
nor do they give soundness and completeness results for their system.
The soundness and completeness results given here represent a key contribution of
this work. As most existing dialogue systems provide a protocol but no strategy, it is
hard to analyse the behaviour of the dialogues produced and hard to consider soundness and completeness results for such systems. There are some results on termination
of dialogues, e.g.: Sadri et al. [47] show that a dialogue under their protocol always
terminates in a finite number of steps; Parsons et al. [38, 39] consider the termination
properties of the protocols given in [3, 4]. There are also some complexity results, e.g.:
Parsons et al. [38, 39], and Dunne et al. [21, 22] consider questions such as “How many
algorithm steps are required, for the most efficient algorithm, for a participant to decide what to utter in a dialogue under a given protocol?” and “How many dialogue
utterances are required for normal termination of a dialogue under the protocol?”.
Bentahar et al. [8] show soundness and completeness properties of their dialogue
system that are equivalent to the soundness and completeness properties we define
(i.e. they use the union of the agents’ knowledge to define their benchmark). Their
system, like ours, allows two agents to share knowledge to establish the acceptability
of an argument; as they allow partial arguments to be exchanged, their dialogues can
also take into account arguments that cannot be constructed by a single agent alone.
However, their system (which is based on assumption-based argumentation) assumes
that the each agent shares the same set of rules, whereas we make no assumptions about
the division of beliefs between the agents. They also do not use different dialogue types
to distinguish the joint construction of arguments from the process of determining their
acceptability, as we do with our definitions of argument inquiry and warrant inquiry
dialogues. Bentahar et al. classify their dialogues as merging persuasion with inquiry
but we would argue that their dialogues are not persuasion as the agents are not aiming
to convince the other to accept their position, but rather aim to arrive at the same
outcome as would be achieved when reasoning with the union of the agents’ knowledge.
We believe the only other similar works that consider soundness and completeness
properties are [37, 42, 46]. Rather than consider a specific dialogue system, [37] defines
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different classes of protocol based on types of move relevance, and looks at completeness properties for these classes of protocol. As with [48], the notion of completeness
considered in [37] is weaker than our notion of completeness in the sense that it does
not consider arguments that can only be constructed jointly by two agents. [46] defines
different agent programs for negotiation. If such an agent program is both exhaustive
and deterministic then exactly one move is suggested by the program at a timepoint,
making such a program generative and allowing consideration of soundness and completeness properties. As [46] deals with negotiation dialogues, however, their results
are not comparable with ours. Prakken [42] presents a dialogue system for modelling
persuasion dialogues, where he considers soundness and fairness properties of the system. However, Prakken is interested in showing that his definition of the outcome of
the dialogue (based on a labelling of the moves made) does indeed produce the same
outcome as the dialectical graph that is implicitly produced during the dialogue, rather
than in comparing the outcome of his system with the outcome of another system.
It is interesting to note that, although Prakken’s dialogue system models persuasion dialogues, the dialogues it produces appear very similar to our warrant inquiry
dialogues, in that they both allow the exchange of arguments with the aim of jointly
constructing a dialectical graph (although Prakken’s system does not allow agents to
jointly construct arguments). A main aim of the warrant inquiry protocol is to ensure
that the dialogue stays on topic, which it achieves by only allowing the participants to
assert arguments that will alter the dialogue tree; Prakken’s protocol for liberal persuasion dialogues shares this aim, which it achieves by only allowing the participants to
make moves that reply to a move that has previously been made. What makes one of
these systems an inquiry dialogue system and the other a persuasion dialogue system
is the strategical manoeuvring within the space of legal moves defined by the protocols.
The exhaustive strategy was defined to ensure that cooperative agents participating in
a warrant inquiry dialogue exchange all arguments that may have some bearing on the
outcome of the dialogue, without any consideration of how an agent might manipulate
the dialogue (e.g. by holding back certain knowledge) in order to convince the other
to accept its position; this allows the agents to jointly arrive at some new knowledge
that was not previously known be either agent alone (i.e. the status of the root argument given the union of the agents’ beliefs), hence the term inquiry. When considering
persuasion dialogues, it is assumed that agents are self-interested and each will make
their choice of legal move in order to maximise the possibility of persuading the other
to accept their position.
To conclude this discussion section we consider Dung’s seminal piece of work on
defining semantics for the acceptability of arguments [19]. Under Dung’s semantics, one
can construct an argument graph of all arguments under consideration and then assess
the acceptability of arguments from this graph. As our protocol deals with dialectical
trees, which are a special form of argument graph, we believe it would be possible to
adapt our system so that it used Dung semantics rather than those of DeLP. The work
we have presented in this article, whilst focussing on DeLP semantics, illustrates a
general approach to jointly assessing the acceptability of an argument; the important
point here is that our system ensures consideration of all arguments that may affect
the acceptability of the argument in question. We believe that we could adapt our
system to use the semantics and defeat relation of any argumentation system where
the acceptability of an argument depends on the argument graph constructed around
it, such as [1, 6, 9, 20, 36]. We intend to show this in future work.
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8 Conclusions
We have presented a general framework for representing dialogues and given details of
two specific protocols and a strategy for generating two subtypes of inquiry dialogue
between two agents; together, this framework, the protocols and the strategy comprise
our inquiry dialogue system. The argument inquiry dialogue allows two agents to share
knowledge in order to jointly construct arguments for a specific claim that neither may
construct from their own personal beliefs alone. The warrant inquiry dialogue allows
two agents to share arguments in order to jointly construct a dialectical tree that neither
may construct from their own personal beliefs alone, effectively allowing two agents
to use Garcı́a and Simari’s Defeasible Logic Programming [25] (intended for internal
reasoning by a single agent) to carry out intra-agent argumentation. As argument
inquiry dialogues may be embedded within warrant inquiry dialogues, our system allows
agents participating in a warrant inquiry dialogue to consider all arguments that can
be constructed from the union of their beliefs when constructing the dialectical tree,
something that is not possible in most other comparable systems (e.g. [32, 48]). The
assumption-based system defined in [8] does allow joint construction of arguments;
however, it assumes that each agent shares the same set of rules and so only the
assumptions are distributed between the agents. The only system we are aware of that
allows agents to jointly construct arguments without making any assumptions about
the split of beliefs across the agents is [16]; however, they do not provide a precise
protocol and strategy, nor do they provide soundness and completeness results for
their system.
This system is intended for use in a cooperative, safety-critical domain (such as
the medical domain) where we wish the results of the dialogue to be predetermined
by the agents’ beliefs and the protocol and strategy being used. Other groups have
presented protocols capable of modelling inquiry dialogues (e.g. [32, 39]); however, none
have provided the means to select exactly one legal move at each timepoint. We have
addressed this problem by providing a strategy function that selects exactly one move
from the set of legal moves returned by the protocol. We have proposed a benchmark
against which to compare the outcome of our dialogues, being a single agent reasoning
with the union of the participating agents’ beliefs, and have shown that dialogues
generated by our system are always sound and complete in relation to this benchmark;
we have done this without imposing any restrictions on the division of beliefs between
the agents. No other group has considered such properties of inquiry dialogues unless
they have also made some assumption about the division of beliefs between the agents.
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